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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
$1.00 AY.EA.1t. HOPKINSVILLE. CHRISTIAN COUNTY. KENTUCKY. FRIDAY, JANUARY 25, 1889. VOLUME XIX. NO. 31.
% FARMER'S DAY,
Saturday, February 2nd.
Owing to the want of comMunication our country friends have been unable to leap the
advantage of our great special sales enjoyed by their city ,Ie-ighbors, to make up for this
we propose to give a grand Bargain Benefit on the abovCmentioned date, which will unite
in itself all the great special sties yet inaugurated. This will be
THE GRANDEST EFFORT or on LIVES,
And we will spare no expense Gr pains to make it the most memorable day in the history
of the dry goods business. Our buyeis in New York, Chicago and Lquisville are instru0:-
ted to hunt the markets aye r, pounce on every forced sale and ship especially for this sale.
Besides this we will have to move a large stock of goods on this day to make room for our
spring stock. We will otler our customers an unpri.cedented opportunity to become pos-
sessed of
Superlative Bargains
That are marvelous in the extreme We will °O'er riie what old foe dollars. Yon
will be asionished and you cannot help being delighted at the Bargains that out Bargain
any Bargains ever offered in this country.





































floPKINIVILLIC LODGE So. t, A. F. & A. M.
Bryan Hopper, W. M.
Lodge meets at Masonic Hall, third story
Thompson Block, first Monday night In each
lllll nth.
ORIENTAL CHAPTER NO. 14, R. A. M.
Thomas Rodman, H. P.
Stated convocations second Monday of each
month at Mationic Hail.
MOORE: COMMANDERY NO. S K. T.
Sr. Kt. C. H. Deitrich, E. C.




In this sale but everything goes at wonderful prices. We will be pleased to see you and Landes. Regent.
• with wide open doors give you our heartiest Ivelcome. Don't forget the date. , Meet« second and fourth Thursdays In eachmouth at J. I. Lundell' °Mee.
13.A.SSMrErli & CO-
MOAYON COUNCIL NO. a, CHOSEN
FRI EN I.
M. lApatine, Chief Counselor.
Meets at I. 0. 0. F. Hall second and fourth
Monday In each month.
As this sale is for the exclusi ve beteflt of our country CHRISTIAN LODGE NO. KM, K. OF H.
frie ds, we win not open our store on this d :„y until 9 o'clock a. m., to IL M. Anderson, Dictator.
Meets first and third Tuesday In each month
give all a chance to get to town. at R. IL Anderson's) Hall.
EVERGREEN IAMIGE NO. U, K. OF P.
CLOTHING.
- . 
Bally Waller, C. C.
lodge meets second and fourth Thursdays
In each month at flower'. Hall.
Below you find a few of the break-neck prices that we begin the new year with;
They are genuine cut-throat prices, not to appear on paper only, but the goods will meet.
EN 00WM ENT RANK, K. OF P.
L. It. Davis, Preal.
! i Meeta third Monday in each month at It.
• U. Andenion's Hall.1
show for themselves. low long this cut will last we can't say, not more than twelv month.













worth $ 6 00 for $ 3 00.
" 700 3 50.
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We also make a little dive on Stiff Hats. We ha\ e 3 (1( z. to tl,“_‘ as follows:
1 Dozen worth from $1 25 to $1 75 for 60 cents
. 1 •. 14 66 2 00 to 2 50 " 75 cents.
1 64 46 64 2 50 to 3 00 " $1 00
The Best Jeans Pant in the City for $1 00.
The Best Pant Made to Order for $3 00.
And fit guaranteed. It is to your interest to see our stock tofore
buying
PYE, DICKEN de WALL.
1
KNIGHTS OF THE GOLDEN CROSS,
B. B. Nance, N. 4.'.
It. A. Rogers, K. of L.
the firs* and third Fridays in each
ANCIENT ORDER OF UNITED WORK-
MEN.
W. If. Lee, M. W.
Time of meeting, second and fourth Taw
days at MeCtuny, Elonte & Co.'s ofike.
GREEN RIVER LODGE NO. 51,1.0.0. F
A. S. Caldwell, N. O.
Meets every Friday night at 1.0.0. F. Mall.
MERCY ENCAMPMENT NO. 11,1.0.0. F.
E, F. Henderson, C. P.
Lodge meets first and third Thursday nights
at I. 0. O. F. Hall.
ORDER or THE IRON HALL.
John Moayon, P. C. J.
Meets fourth Wednesday In each month at
John Moayou's.
FLORENCE LODGE. NO. V, DAUGHTERS
OF' REBEKA.
Meets third Monday sight at 1.0.0. F. Hall.
The Christian County Bible Society, Joe
McCarron. Pres., W. W. Clark, Nee., execu-
Uve committee, J. P. Braden. Chni'n, meets
second Thursday of each month at 7 p. in., at




Meets drat and third Monday e%.enIngs In
each month at 7t o'clock at their httWe room.
Main street. second story_ over Walser
overshiner's building. II.. McNeal, President;
Ned Turner, Secretary.
FREEDOM LODGE NO. 73, R. V.
Meets first •nd third Tuesday nights In
pitmen's Hall, court street. E. W. tibias, W.
M.; 1.. N. Buckner, Secretary.
MUS.ADORA TEMPLE NO. NI, B. OFF.
Meets second and fourth Tuesalaya In earn
month in U. It F. Pall, Postell's Bloek, Court
Street. Augusta Monsen, W. P.; Carrie Banks,
D. P.; Katie Cooky, Secretary.
HOPK INSYILI.F. LODGE NO. ISIS, O. U.
0. OF 0.?.
Meet, second and fourth Monday night, at
Hisser & Overshiner's Hall. Main street.
Charles Jesup, N. G.; William tiray, V.
E. W. Glass, P. S.; William Clark, 1":. F.
MYSTIC TIE LODGE NO. BAC, G. N. 0. OFF
Meets And and third Wednesday night. of
each month. 
23 MC ITI-X NTIMCCPW•
ESTABLISHED 1843.
THE REPRESENTATIVE PIANO HOUSE OF THE SOUTH.
TH.= CHIC=I1NTC÷ PIANO
Kranich & Bach, Henry F. Miller, and Kurtzmann Pianos.
All of which will be sold at the lowest prices and on terms to suit purchaser.
•
Those who contemplate purchasing Fianos or Organs would do well to address our author-
ized representative, Mr. M. E. Rives, at Hopkirsville, who will take pleasure in calling upon all
those who wanted to inquire about prices and teirt a of these most exccellent Instruments
622 4thAvenue, Louisville, Ky. SMITH NIXON.
ECZEMA CAN BE (MED.
The mum& agonizing. It ti Mil lad
lag, weal), and burning Ecxentas
ate cured by lite Worn Herne-
. dies, when pliyaielans and all other
I hreaNni.c e415,11.1 7 fa4Mli,it.ed since lust M,4reh with
a akin dlavise the ths•t44rs called 1•;exelna. My
face was covered with scabs and sores, and
the Itching and burning were almost unbear-
able. Seeing your Vatican' Itemedies
highly retxunmended,1 concluded to let% e them
a trial, using the Cutieura and CutieUra 44044p
externally and Resolvent itstentally for four
Iit.. iii ha.  call in,aelf cured, In gndltude for
14 leh I make this public statenwat.
Mits. c LA RA A FREDERICK.
Road lIns.k,
•
ECZEMA THREE YEARS CURED.
Cutieura Remedies are the greatest niedi-
eine% AM earth. Had the word case of SanRheum in this country. My mother had it
twenty year*, and In fact died (rum it. I be-lieve l'utk•uni would have flayed her life. Myarms, breast, and head were covered for three
'
veer.s ,which nothing relieved or cured until
used the Cuticura Resolvent
J. W. ADAMS, Newark, 0.
ECZEMA t iN 11.k BY CURI:.D.
My baby has been troubled with eesema
his lace, neck, head, ears, 11114I entire body.He wits one mass of scabs, mad we were °bilged
to tie his hands to prevent his scratching I
have spent 414 tilers to, remedies wItiatut effect,
but after using MIC box Cuticura and one
cake of Cut leant Soap the .1.1 Id I. entirely
cured. I cannot thall k V41111 blr
F. NV. BROWN,
12 Mull St., Brooklyn, E. D. N. Y.
'Zi:M A ON A Nius CURED.
Two year% and a half ago Malt Rheum brokeout on my right hand. It appeargd in whiteblisters, attended by terrible. Hitting, and
gradually spread until it covered the entirelack of the hand. 1 tried many rfailealeo, but
could find on cure until I obtained the Cuti-eura Remedies, which effected a speedy and
permanent cure.
JAMES K EARN EY,
Ilitt Wood Avenue. I oetlfolL
Mold everywhere. Prtee,flittnts,lar.; Soap,
25c,; Resolvent, M. Prepared by the PUTTENBerl; ANL. r PCNICAM o., Boston, Mass.
/rScud for" How to Cure Skin Diseases,"ages, .ludIlustatIona. and IOU tastmuntals.
BABY'S Skin and Scalp preserved andbeautified by Clitieuni Me6lieste4,1
Soap.
1 
With their weary, dull. aching, life-less, all-g • sensation, relieved in
one minute by the Cuticura Anti-




El{ A MI1.1.1445 DIsTitillt•TED„
L.S.L.
Louisi ana State Lottery Com
f
y.
Incons,ruted liv the Legislature In Ma, for
Educational and Charitable purposes, and its
franchise made • part of the present State
Constitution, In ISM by an overwhelming
popular vote.
Its MAMMOTH DRAWINGS take place
Semi-Annually tlune and December,) and
GRAND SINGLE NUMBER DRAW-
INGS take Oto'e in each of theother ten
months of the year, and are aildrawn In
piii,lie. 
at thy Academy of Music,New Or-lean, 1.1t.
FAMED FOR TWENTY YEARS,
For Integrity of its Drawings, and
Prompt Payment of l'rizes,
Attested as follows:
"We do hereby (*Iffy that we supervise the
arrangements for all the monthly and Semi-
Annual Drawings ofThe Louisiana State Lot-
tery C puny, and in person tonnage and
control the Drawings themselves, and that
the same are conducted with honesty, fair-
ness, and in good faith toward all parties, and
we &Whorl's' the CnIIIPany to nee this certifi-cate, with foe-similes of our signatures at-
tached in Its advertisements."
(*(4n41441.0410t44..rs.
We the undersign...1 Banks and Rankers
will pity 4411 Prizes drawn in Ti..' Louisiana
Stale Lotteries whili may Is. presented at
our vounters.
R. N. W A I.Mst.F.Y. Prem, Louisiana Nat. Ilk.PIEKKE LANAI'X. Pres. Slate Nun ilk.
A. Bst.ittets, Pres. New Wham, Bk.CARL Kona, Pres. Union National Batik.
Grand Monthly Erawing,
Al lite .14.1tiletuy of NI N.•44 irlrani,
Tumidity Frairlinr. issw
CAPITAL PRIZE $300,000.
100.11111 Tickets tit Twenty Dollars each.
Hai% cs Ilo; Quarters Tenths $2;
Twentlettisfl.
1.IMT tor 1.141Z6146.
1 Nil ZE 01: 10110.0110 111 1 " of 11111,1119 Is. 
I " of 5111,0110 is ......
I " ofWinn Is 









.. of 5,010 are  Skate
" of 1.1451 are. . . . Kkusiet of r40 are  MAO
.` of In are  110.041
" of 2tu are .. 100,0111
A /KIM ATION PRIZES.
100 Prizes of Cm are . . OM
len of Su are . ..... Si) OM
lea " of WO are  20 0(11)
TERMINAL P5IZE44.
III PriZesi of Sits) are ... $119,101
AS " of IOU are 
3,134 Prizes amounting to  slow"
Nerrs.-Tickets drawing Capital Prises are
not entitled to terminal Prises.
Orr FOR .t 'a RATER, or any further In-
formation desired, write legibly to the under-
signed, clearly stating your residence, with
State. County. Street and Number. More
rapid return man delivery will he asaured by
your enclosing an Envelope bearing your full
address.
Send Postal Notes, Express Money Orders,
of New 'York Exchange in ordinary letter.
Currency by Express (at our expenee; ad-




ADDICKtai REGINTICItali LaTTICIOI TO
NEW oltLEANK NATIONAL BANK,
New Orleans, La.
"REM EM BR, that the payment of Prizes
Is OCARANTEED BY FOUR NATIONAL
BANKS of New Orleans, and theTickets are
signed by the President of an Institution,
whose chartered rights are recognised in the
highest Courts; therefore, heisareof all Imita-
tions or anonymous schemes."
ONE DOLLAR Is the price of the smallest
part or fraction of a Tleket ISSUED BY
In any Drawing. Anything in our name of-
(erred for less than a Dollar Ina swindle.
SyKuP of Fics
rcjI iii PATIII If.
rieellent ommend it to all wise o• .lise
the.onrtan. e
Human II It h and Happiniss,
s truly elesnInt 1,400
ate, to Chain.* the System .
to Dispel Colds and hIcsda...tons,n,lti
Per.77.2nently Cu-c
11.7Vtull Constipation
The Califarn.a L.1411d. Fruit ;Rem, dy
SYRUPoiFIGS
all the 1I,.Ve 41141161.cki•t•
.nt the atm rt-MaLi.t.art,e, es rt 4..114 44.41i .
children, as it is pivas4oit 4.4 g 1,4,4 y
SAFE IN ALL CASI
A(.11110 I. 0,1 • t-1,
CALIFORNIA F10 SYklYP.00.,
11. SAN FitAyt (' 41 tt.
w N 1





1\ MED TO LYNC,H HIM.
Several Men le illed ill an Attempt to
ila ng 54 'lilt' Trimmers.
A Posse in Pursuit of the Fugitives and
Members 44 t fie Mob.
ST. L)lls, Mo., Jan. 21.-A special
to this city from Fort Worth, Texas,
says: Sheriff Richardson of this
county, received a telephone thessage
about midnight from Graham, in
Young county, to the effect that while
a deputy Culted States marshal, with
a posse of Graham citizens, was es-
corting the four Marlow brothers,
Buckhart and another man named
Pierce to the Parker county jail at
Weatherford, these prisoners being
Indicted for four murders and eight
eases of horse theft, a mob of thirty
citizens attempted to lynch them.
The marshal and posse defended the
prisoners, when a terrible tight took
place. Two of the Marlow boys were
killed and four of the poem at the find
fire.
The light continued, and another
one of the Marlowe and Pierce were
wounded and another one of the cit-
izens mortally hurt. The prisoners,
Pierce, Marlow and Buckhart, es-
caped, but all are Paid to be wounded.
The fight took place two and a quar-
ter miles from town, it is not known
how many of the mob were hurt. A
large posse has been made up at Gra-
ham, and are in pursuit of the fugi-
tives and the members of the mob.
Sheriff Richardson has wired the
sheriffs at Henrietta, Vernon, Wich-
ita, Cisco, Abilene and Colorado City.
The report ways the excitement at
Graham is at fever heat. The fight
took plaee at 10 o'clock Saturday
night. It appears that this affair was
a sequel to another that occurred Fri-
day night. Boone Marlowe, one of
the brother)) mentioned above, all of
whom were of bad reputation and ac-
cused of various thefts, killed Sheriff
Marion Wallace, of Young county, on
the 17th of last December, while the
latter was attempting to arrest him.
Marlow escaped, but his brothers
were arrested as accessories. Later
they broke jail, but were captured,
and Friday night a mob of about
thirty men attacked the jail at Gra-
ham with the purpose of lynching
them. The mob failed in their ob-
ject, however, and about 9 o'clock
Saturday night the prisoners, under
a strong guard, were started for
Weatherford for eater keeping. It was
while the party was en route that the
sante or another mob attacked them
with the above result.
BLEW HIS BRAINS OUT.
A Clarksville Tobsteco Dealer Kills
Himself Because (Sr Heavy bows.
A special to the Nashville Ameri-
can from Clarksville, dated the
20th, says:
Frank Madole, of New Providence,
committed suicide this morning at 8
o'clock. Mr. Madole was a tobacco
dealer and loot heavily in • his late
speculations. . He had surrendered
all his property, and it was thought
that he had about cleared all of his
troubles and no one suspected any
mental &legation, but It seems that
he hall continued to brood over the
matter and lord, all hope of recovering
his fortune. This morning he walked
into John Hatubaugh's store and
asked permission to go into the office
and did so, placing a pistol to his
head and blowing his brains out. He
was about SO years of age and leaves
a family.
THE O. V. EXTENSION.
Work Will he I telintsted Bet ween
Princeton and this City as an
Flatly Day.
Special to the New Rm.
Psi NcETos, Ky., Jan. 2I.-Mr.
Ross Baker, of this place, has a con-
tract to grade about 1,000 feet from
the Union depot to Wilson & Revil's
mill. He has completed the grade
on this about 5(XI feet, as far as the
line had been cross-staked. He is not
at work now and will not resume
work until the engineer returns here
to finish locating the line. 0. V.
men say that the road will be pushed
on just as soen as the work on the
Evansville eitension is completed.
People here, generally, have confi-
dence In the extension south and to
Hopkinsville.
A Suit for $13,000.
RUSSELLVILLE, Ky., Jan. 19.-Hon.
W. T. Barclay has brought snit in the
name of Mrs. Elizabeth Selby, of Co-
lumbia, Mo., for 15,000 worth of prop-
erty, the estate of David S. Rickets,
supposed to have been her illegiti-
mate son. The claim is contested by
the brothers and sisters of Rickets
who claim he was their parent's le-
gitimate child and Mrs. Selby is hn
Impostor.
Dr. Boyeets Funeral.
Lou DIVILLE, Jan. 21.-The funeral
of Rev. Jas. P. Boyce, President of
the Southern Baptist Theological
School, who died at Cannes France,
three weeks ago, took play* here yes-
terday afternoon. Resident members
of the Confederate Assoeiation of
Kentucky and the students of the
school attended in a body. A num-
ber of relatives and friends from
abroad were present.
Sorry He Said It.
LOUISVILLE, Kr., Jan. 18.-At
Monroe, a village near Horse Cave,
Ky., Richard Hicks, aged 22, shot and
killed himself. He had been paying
attentions to a young lady, and Sun-
day night, while drinking, called on
her and had a quarrel. He told a
friend he had said things to her
while under the influence of liquor
whielt he regretted.
What Went With the Rabbit?
LOUISVILLE, KY., Jan. 20.-Near
Eckerty, Ind., yesterday, while three
boys were hunting, they dug into an
old log after a rabbit and discovered a
pot of gold coins. The treaeure eoue-
ted out e4,000. _ 
Sulpher 844rfing Note*
.an.
Bud Kited wife and bribe died eud
were buried Friday et Mr, Caven-
&ugh's.
One et Mr, Cherlstvu`s children
was buried at Mr. Tout Haddock's
Saturdey, It tiled on Friday. An-
other whieh died a year ago was ta-
ken up near Tom CrabtreeN and
brought to this place to be buried by
the little brother.
Daniel Foster, with bowed head
and drooping spirits says, "my 4-140)
another gal!"
Prof. Holt has *subscription school
of thirty-one *etiolate at 1)ntrwn°11
Chapel; something never known in
these parts before.
Itev. Hall, the present pastor of
Concord church, will preach at that
place every second Sunday [and Sat-
urday for this year.
It may MOW' and it may blow, bit
the girls on the Aireenville road
know their beaux will come Sunday
tee. TAT.
Airrem THE 0. V.
The Telephone Thinks the Line via
Cadiz Would be the Best One.
Cadiz still wants the 0. V., and the
other day Maj. Mat McKinney wrote
to the officiate to see what chance
there was of getting it. Jordan tilled,
the secretary, replied that the line
had not yet been located, and that if
Cadiz had any inducements to offer
there was yet time to do it. A com-
mittee of citizens met Chief Engineer
Genung in Wallonia yesterday to con-
fer with him on the matter. Of course
we have no means of knowing what
direction the road will take, but it
was the understanding here and many
along the route voted for the subsidy
recently granted by this county under
the impression that it would come
direct from Princeton, via Bainbridge,
to this city.-Hopkinsville NEW ERA.
We have led seen anything from
the officials of the 0. V., road that
should cause the people of Hopk ins-
ville to become alarmed for fear they
will not get the 0. V., according to
contract. In the first place, it would
be a poor exhibition of business tact
for them to run their line as the NEW
ERA supposes that it would run. If
it should locate its road on a direct
line, it would be run between the N.
N. & M. V., and the C. & P. branch
ot the L. & N., and would thus be
stripped of all trade on the north and
east by the former, and month and
west by the latter. We are sure that
there is no enterprieing, letelligent
business man in Hopkinsville who, if
he would stop and think for a mo-
ment, but would rather see the 0. V.,
extend its line through Walionia, on
by Cadiz and Montgomery, as it would
then open up to Hopkinsville &great-
er volume of trade than it would in
going by Bainbridge, and would prove
a feeder to HopkinirvIlle worth just
ten times as much than if run as the
New ERA thinks It should run. If
our recollection serves us correctly,
the 0. V., agreed to run aa near on a
direct line as practicable; and, as the
question of where the line is to be
located, depends upon the source of
revenue that the company may ex-
pect to realize from an Intelligent
and judicious location of it, it Is as
clear as noonday sun that the line as
suggested by us, of leaving the N. N.
& M. V., and I 7. & P. branch of the
L. & N. all on the north and extend
Its line as far east and south as possi-
ble, would be the most practicable
and by far the best route that could be
adopted; and when it is located, as
we have indicated, there will be no
objection urged from any business
man in Hopkinsville.-Cadiz Tele-
phone.
SERVED HIM RIGHT.
To Prevent an Elopement a Father
kith, Two Young Men and His
Daughter-Lynched
a Mob.
ST. Louts, Jail. '...V.-The little town
of Bolar, in Mercer county, Mo., turns
out the following story: Henry
Thomas, an old farmer, has four
grown daughters named Hattie, Mar-
garet, Nancy and Jane, aged 18, lb, Al
and 22 years respectively. Last
Wednesday night Samuel and Chas.
Hamburg, brothers, procured a ladder
and helped Margaret and Jane out of
a second story window of their fath-
er's house, and as they were about to
elope with the girls the old man ap-
peared on the scene, but too late to
prevent their escape. He at once
procured the best horse he had and a
shotgun and started in hot pursuit.
When about twelve miles from home
he overtook the fleeing party. He
immediately opened fire on them,
killing both the boys and seriously
wounding Margaret. After getting
nearly home with the girls he was
told that the other two, Hattie and
Nancy, had eloped with Ned Greason
and Thomas Allison. He at once left
the girls he had with him in charge
of some neighbors and started after
the others. After securing the other
two girls without any serious trouble
he started back, and when about two
miles from home a mob took posers-
sion of hint and strung him up to a
tree. The old man was terribly strict
with the girls. He would hardly let
them out of his sight, hence the elope-
ment. He always :bragged that he
Would not be bothered With lazy sons-
in-law. Public opinions is strongly
in favor of the lynching. Margaret
died last night.
A special from Washington to the
Louisville Times says: Representa-
tives Hunter and Laffoon, in speak-
ing of the Green and Barren rivers
scandal, in which their names had
been mentioned in connection with
the passage of the bill through con-
gress, aad the mysterious item of ,-
000, said this toureing to the Ti
correspondent that they were in t
dark Roth the ;27,000 item and kneciel
nothing of it until they had Seen the
matter In print. They said if the suit
which is to be brought will disclose
the names of those who were inter-
ested in it, then will be the time to
make the charges, and they are will-
ing to bring the suit for the develop-
menta. The Owensboro paper which
makes the charges. against Laffoon
and Hunter may be the means of
causing either Mr. Laftoon or Mr.
Hunter, or perhaps both, to rise to a
question of privilege in the house and
ask that an investigation be had, so
far as they were concerned in the
passage of the River and Harbor bill.
In the meantime, however, they will
be willing to await the developments
of the trial, and in that they say they
will be vindicated. They eourt the
fullest investigation.
THE OLD MAN FOILED. THE EXCHANGE.
Official Report of the Resent Meeting
of the Tobacco Board of Trade.How an Irate Father Tried to Prevent
At a call meeting of the tobscooau Elopetneut.
board of trade, representing the buy-
ing and selling interest of the mar-
ket, it was unanimously and enthusi-
astically agreed that the importance
and permanency of the trade as well
as the beet interest of the market and
the city and all concerned, that the
board of trade, as a board and as citi-
zens looking to the best interest of
the market and the city, as the (en-
ter of a large interest, take steps at
once towards the erection of a to-
bacco exchange and board of trade
building, that will do credit to the
trade and the city.
It was resolved and euanimously
carried, that a committee of six, corn-
posed of three warehousemen and
three buyers be appointed by the
ehair to look into the matter of ire-
curing a permanent and suitable
site, adjacent or near to the business
center and to price name. Also to
solicit plans and specifications for a
building to coot from fifteen to twen-
ty thousand dollars, ground inelu-
deal, also to canvass the business com-
munity and ask their aid in the en-
terprise.
It is the sense of this fleeting that
the erection of a handsome and con-
venient exchange building will add
very materially to the Interest of the
market and will be a source of per-
manent increase and comfort for the
future: and as our trade is now, and
will be for ages to come direct with
Europe, the purpose is to show an
enterprising spirit in making a per-
manency of it and we propose to
make such a building 8A will be an
ornament to the city and useful in
every respect.
It was also moved and unanimous-
ly carried that the Commercial Club
of Hopkinsville be asked to co-oper-
ate and assist us in the venture, and
with their assistance we see no cause
for failure.
It was furthermore agreed that the
tobacco board build and equip the
building within themselves. The
committee was composed of the fol-
lowing buyers and warehousemen:
Buyers, C'. E. Jarrett, W. A. Lowry,
J. D. Ware; Warehousemen, F. W.
Dabney, H. H. Abernathy, W. G.
W'heeler.
The committee was instructed to
make report of their progress at the
regular meeting February 6th.
M. H. TANDY, ...;ec'y. pr6tern.
Presence 4.1* Mind and the 'Toiler
Room Save Them Front Dia-
oovery.
Mayfield again comes to time with
S sentoation rich and rare, says the
Patlucah Standard. Only the name
of the gentleman in the case could be
learned, but ere this the young lady
will have taken the name of the gen-
tleman. It is the old tale of an
eloping couple with an innovation
never before seen.
The gentleman, a Mr. Breckinridge,
was in love with the daughter of?
father not disposed to look favorably
on the affair. Love laughs at lock-
smiths though, and the couple held
meetings and decided to elope. Yes-
terday was the time set and Paducah
the chosen place. They boarded the
train at Mayfield, but before it pulled
out the irate pulled in. He swore
that he would prevent the marriage
and he swore other things more dread-
ful. Ile could see nothing of the
couple, but that only seemed to in-
crease his wrath. The reason that he
could not set the couple was because
the gentleman was in the baggage
car, end the lady, heavily veiled, sat
in the corner of the coach with a
shawl over her head. Matter), grew
desperate and the father likewise.
He started through the train with
the avowed intention of ferreting out
the young rascal even to the bowels
of the earth. .
If the scene had been laid at home
instead of on a train the young lady
would probably have hidden in a
closet or wardrobe. But as they don't
have closets or wardrobes on trains
the young lady took the next thing to
it, and with a Waterbury move on
her, Railed down the aisle till she
came to the end of the coach. In that
particular end of the coach there was
a little room that bore, the legend,
"Toilette," over the door. Hesitating
a little, she opened the door, jumped
inside, and with a quick movement,
like Geneva of old, she closed the
door with a bang.
The father in the meanwhile was
searching the other cars, but ,the
young man watched his chatres and
evading the father, sailed back to the
car in which he had left his sweet-
herst, the father still continuing the
search. Tile young man was natural-
ly flustrated when he reached the car,
and he didn't know what to do.
Whether it was the first law of nature
or the presence of his beloved that
drew him hither, it can't be said. At
any rate he started down the aisle
headed "Toilettewards," and lie
reached his destination by the fine
large majority of two. But shades of
orange blossoms! Think of riding
twenty-five miles with one's intended
in a room with a package of "drug-
gists' sundries" the only ornament
on the wall. But that's what this
one and ble intended had to do, and
not until the train emptied its last
passenger at the union depot here did
the couple venture out. But it is
.safe to say that neither Kosciusko nor
Marco Bazzoris ever 'miffed their own
native air with more relish than did
this couple when they got teethe train.
As was above said, they are doubt-
lees married by this time, and when
the story is heard everybody will
wish Mr. Breckinridge and his bride
all the happiness and good luek
known to married life.
The West Virginia Senatoreihip.
CHARLESTON, W. VA., Jan. 22.-
The legislature will go into the elec-
tion of a United States senator to-day.
The Republican caucus last night
nominated Goff. The Democrats
have been holding a conference with
the intention of resolving it into a
caucus hut owing to the opposition
which was developed against Senator
Kenna they have been unable to do
so. Eight memben; are reported as
absolutely refusing to support him
should he be nominated, and a repe-
tition of the deadlock of two years
ago seems immineut.
The Deadlock Broken.
CHAfiLwrox, W. VA., Jan. 22.-The
iesdlock In the senate was broken
Hunter and Lagoon Not Interested. ls'e yesterday evening by the election
lf R. S. Carr, Union Labor senator
-est this city, president of the senate.
He received sixteen votes, nine of
which were Democrats, who claim
That it vras their victory. The bal-
ewe of organization will take place
*o-day. The hallot on which Carr
/as elected was the 120th. The dead-
"ock lasted since the 9th inst.
Joe Donaldson Dead.
The Bowling Green Timis, says:
Mr. Joseph L. Donaldson, formerly
of this city, who has been an inmate
of the lunatic asylum at Hopkins-
ville for a number of years, died at
that place on Friday evening laat of
paralysis. He was 'trick** with pa-
ralysis last Wedusentey which result-
ed in hie chaath Friday.- A letter from
tioduian, superintendent of the
asylum, addressed to Judge Jiro, B.
lir-icier, county judge of Warreu, says:
eWe have \critter% to his brother,
James k Frov Donaldson, who is sup-
posed to he in Nashville, but have
not heard front him. If he
has any relatives in your city please
ecnuniunleate with them. His re-
mains will await an answer from
you." The deceased, who was highly
thought of in this city, became de,
niented several years ma *rid had re-
covered but peeteezed to retinae at
the *Pyles* where he wee employed
es book-keeper. Hit" many friend.) in
this city will learn of his death with
regret. It is hoped that his relatives
in this county will communieate with
Dr. Rodman as soon is possible.
Eczema, Itchy, Sealy, Skim Tortures.
The simple application of 1,`,,elwayne'r
Ointment,"withent rine/Internal med-
icine, w11A eure say case of 'Fetter, Salt
ti.netent, Ringworm, Piles, Itch, Sores,
Pimples, Eczema, all Scaly, Itchy
Skin Eruptions, no matter how abet--
nate or long standing. It is potent,
flective, and costs but a trifle.
In Honor ofMiss Walker.
In response to the novel invitations
sent out by Mr. and Mrs. John Fe-
land, Jr., a large number of their
friends assembled at their beautiful
little home Thursday evening in
honor of their guest, Miss Mary
Walker, of Louisville. Everyone
had anticipated a delightful evening
and it is useless to say that with such
an host and hostess disappointment
was impossible. So thoroughly con-
genial was the company that the hour
of midnight stole upon them before
its approach was thought of. Re-
freshments consisting of fruits and
ices were served to the guests who
did justice to such delicacies. Those
in attendance were: Misses Mary
Walker, Flora Trice, Mary Warfield,
Mary Barbour, Edith Boulware,
Frankle Campbell, Lucy McDaniel,
Mary Friend, Cora Petrer, Genevieve
Anderson, Gamie Wallis and Messrs.
-Crutcher, Henry Abernathy, S.
W. Forgy, John Burnett, T. N. Pe-
tree, Bob t'ook, Alex Cox, Homer
Prinoe, Chas. Anderson, Waiter
Campbell and Frank Bell.
Assaulted by Eight Men.
Pirrenre°, Jan. 22.--Bridget Kelly,
a young woman of loose morals, died.
yesterday morning in the central
station from the effects of fll treat-
ment received at the hands' of eight
men. She was found in a stable on
the South•Side about daylight in an
unconscious condition and died short-
ly after being removed to the station
house. It is stated that she went into
the stable while under the influence
of liquor and was brutally assaulted
by the eight men. Five of them are
under arrest and the police are after
the others. The young woman was
nineteen years of age and quite hand-
some.
HORRIBLE TO RELATE.
A Train or Twelve Cara Plisses over
the Body of a Man.
Last night, the citizens of this
city were shocked to hear of an oc-
eurrence which has been the talk of
tile town ever since. A freight train
of twelve ears heavily loaded with
coal, went thundering down the road
Being II•re Pleasant toward Nashville. A few minutes
prior to its leaving the station, a
tramp was seen to stagger down the
railroad, anti disappear in the dark-
ness. Nothing more was thought of
him, as it is quite an ordinary mat-
ter for a tramp to take this manner of
WITH A BILLET OF WOOD. 
leaving town. '1'lle train being late,
the engineer pulled the throttle wide
open and went spinning down the
John H1MIKe Hits Thomas Judd a Fear- track at the rate of twenty-five miles
an hour, little dreaming of what a
sight would soon meet his gaze.
About one mile out he Kew what he
To the taste, more acceptable to the
aoh, and more truly beneficial in
aetion,the famous California liq u id
fruit remedy, Syrup of Figs,
superseding tall others. Try it. (
bottle will prove its merits. For sale
in 50cent and $1 bottles.
ful Blow aid He May Die.
A special to the American from
Earlington says that on Saturday
took to be a man ahead of him on themorning about 9:30, as John Hodge
track. .% second look, confincedand Thomas Judd, two coke burners,
were at work at the coke ovens here,
a dispute arose about their work and
Hedge, who WRY WI She lower platform
of the oven, went around to the upper
platform, anti miezing a heavy
billet of wood, struck Judd a tre-
mendous blow on the head, felling
him to the ground. The would-be
murderer theta made hi* escape, but
was pursued by Pollee Judge Head
and captured three' miles south of
this piave and returned to jail. Judd,
who had married less titan a month
ago, is lying In a precarious condition
anti is nut expected to live.
Why Wesson Fade.
Women lose their beauty because
colds undermine their life. Dr.Acker's
English Remedy for Consumption is
an absolute cure for colds. Sold by H.
B. Garner.
Killed While Robbing a Sum
MAYSVILLE, Kr., Jaw
son's store, at Wilseo loading, has
been robbed several times of late, and
Saturday night Jas. 31el'oruntek kept
Welch. He was concealed in an up-
per room and was awakened at a late
hour by persons who had effected an
entrance. Proceeding to a lower
room he Was fired upon by one of the
men, the bullet grazing his forehead.
He returned the fire wiih a double-
barreled shot-gun, killing the fellow
Instantly. The rest ned. The dead
man was Jetted to be A. A. Harri-
son, eged 21, son of respectable pa-
rents, and who had always been well,
thought of in the community. He
had a revolver in each hand. Har-
rison's conipanions are still un-
known.
Subscribe for the DAILY NNW ERA,
only 16 cents per week.
hini of the truth. The poor-fellow
was still staggering along and by this
time was midway of the trestle. A
shrill whistle of warning broke upon
the cold night air. The trampAurned,
cast one lock at the engine which
was now almost upon him, and made
a desperate attempt to get across the
trestle. But it was not to be. He
slipped, eaught his foothold, and
Armin went down, just as the engine
touched the trestle. Too late! The
engine- and twelve ears palmed over
his body. The train was stopped and
the men returned to see what could
be done. On arriving at the trestle
they found him stretched out. Fate
had been kind. The sight was not so
bad as they had expected, but he was
there, dead-dead drunk. And the
wind was whistling "mournfully
through his whiskers, lie was un-
der the trestle When the cars paseed
over.
May Vote on Roth.
Bowling Green is still hi a stir over
her proposed railroads to The north.
There is a disposition to order a vote
on propositions of both roads-one to
Henderson and the other to Owens-
boro-but this has not been decided.
Mr. S. K. Sneed, president of the
Henderson road, thought that two
elections could not be held on the
same day, but this position was de-
nied by Gov. Knott, who argued that
Mr. Sneed had put a wrong construe-
tion upon the law In relation to it.
A Sad Story.
The child coughed. The mother ran.
No remedy was near. Before morning
the poor little sufferer was dead.
Moral: Always ,keep Dr. Acker's
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WOMEN are a new raee, recreated
since the world received Chrieti-
anity.—Beecher.
Between a woman's "yes" and "no"
I would not venture to stick a pin.—
Cervantes.
THE Clarksville Evening Chronicle
has enlarged to seven columns which
is an improvement the paper is to be
congratulated upon.
- -
THE trusts must go say the legisla-
tures of New York and Illinois, and
forthwith they prepare to pass bills
makiug a criminal of him who joins
a pool.
THE Kentucky Deaf Mute, pub-
lished at Danville, looks well in its
new dretts. It has aliso enlarged and
increased the subscription price to
75 cents per year.
THE Cadiz Telephone thinks John
D. Shaw, of Trigg county is the man
for the next clerk of the court of ap-
peafs, and eomments at length on
his fitness for the same.
THE Associated Presa correspon-
dent at Indianapolis denies that Mrs.
Blaine turned up her nose at Mrs.
Harrieon, and a sigh of relief goett up
from the whole country.
DAKOTA'S State-hood Convention
received a set-baek yeeterday. The
delegates were all 'mowed under and
failed to arrive in time to call it to
order. This is cruelly suggeetive.
le is said that if North Carolina
fails to re-elect Senator Haneom the
United States senate will low the
mervices of the best dreseed man in it.
Otherwise the lose would ,not be
serious.
Youit Indianapolis clergyman is no
slouch. He refuses to pray over the
Indiana legislature, even at $5 a pray-
er. He doesn't propose to be /subsi-
dized into praying those Republicans
out of h-1.
A Flieeseoso, Ohio, victim of the
white cape hes sued sixteen of them
for $10,000 damages. This settles
white-capiern in that 'section, for your
white cap will never buck against his
pocket-book.
DELAWARE has elected a Republi-
can senator, her first one, and his
name is Higgins. Heavens! what
a come down for the old Bay State!
From a blue-blooded Saulsbury to
plain Higgins!
The letter from "Picador" which
will appear in to-morrow's edition is
of more than usual interest, which is
saying a good deal, as these letters
are attracting much attention and
being copied and commented upon
all over the country.
IT is said by a correspondent that
there are ten acres in a block in Salt
Lake City. The city was SO laid off
to allow a garden to each house, but
as the law now limits the supply of
children out there it is quite likely
that these blocks will be cut up,
Tee Sunflower State seems to be
having a tough time of it. Hardly a
week passes but some factional war
occurs. If it is not over the location
of a county seat, it is over a school
house, a hitching post, or the public
well. Your Kansan is never satisfied
unless he's in a row.
TO-MORROW'S NEW ERA Will, aft
usual, be brimfull of interesting read-
ing matter. The Saturday issue of
last week was sent to a great many
people who were well plemed with it.
Re sure you get the edition. Old
TRI-WEEKLY subecribers for 111 very
small amount of increase can be
placed on the atiev list and thus
secure this edition as well as all the
othere.
At last a candidate has turned up,
and it is something of a surpriee.
Major Breathitt is after the postmas-
tership, and it wouldn't be at all sur-
peising if he got it. The Major is
nothing if notatepubliean, and Re-
publicanism is going to rule the day
under this administration. But what
has become of the collectorship? The
•4.1)11PAILIPM)Nti AltE ODIK)Utt."
The "Old Man" has come out of
hiding and Herndon & Major's ware-
house long enough to reply to but not
deny the assertions made in the
NEw EtiA a few days ago that there
was -something rotten in Denmark,"
or the Clarksville tobacco inspection.
In the Tobacco Leaf of Friday he
says:
CoolltIlICtillg, the 11iIitt1.1,1 lllll is of the
Leaf tor the past twelve mouths, we have
studiously avoided atty invidious reflection
upnio Hopi( aa a market, believing
that our young sister's interests should be
foetered Hui protectea. rather than maligned
load derided,. (.01111144ri4on, 111,, and
of exultation in the above indi-
cates a spirit of malignity rather than rival-
ry. -Comparisons between t t wo markets"
would -resolt in a boom- in ha% or of our
market. think you? lloes it nut (wear to you
that a payment of $4,100 on an i nepect kin of
rlialtla hogsheads is it light reelatiaitt ion claim!
IA not it reclanaution a prima facie evidence
of a litieral ii.spectIon. and in favor id- the
41:4 against the buyer? Id it not
ttiliOUA fact that crest 1,, to:ik per cent. of your
tobaceo reaotil toe Clarks,. ille breaks!
IA It Mit a mitortittld 11\0 that out of a recent
purchase of Li hiigelleatals shipped here front
your markvt, many of then& overeampled,
yi,ur leading warehouseman IN-111S1.11 t"
tertain a claim for reciamalliih on purely
technical grounds' Do we not frequently
revel% e. Ilispeet and aell more Iiihaecii In a
iikint is than you do in a year! is an inspec-
tion by own Isiard of Inspectore, at the
instance of Vildtern holders, as stated in the
,-0111niettectiient of the dirty Sing abiive, eon-
elu.ive endorsement! 140111C Cif our IlcillAPS
their sorrow that shipments were
titaak• herr lac spring. an &advance •if *Oil per
Itogehenii alloweel on sluff that pro% cd. to
he frosted trash, not worth 0,, and so known
at the t 111 Ilopk I nay I 1 Ie.
Yon have had no market since .1 &Co . 110
&ale •, ergo no reclamat IOU, We do not thillbt
the integrity of your hive...toes, and your re-
flection utton our Inepection le uncalled for.
"Critadnally loose" from you ir a slur upon
the honesty and integrity of four men who
are your peer, In every element iif true man-
hood.
A very shrewd reply, my dear "Old
Man," a shrewd reply, but like your
obaeco market it will not bear close
insjesaion. You believe your "young
sister's interests should be fostered
and protected rather than maligned
and deride:I" do you? Your "young
sister" feels obliged to you for that,
we assure you. It has been our in-
tention all along, to thank you and
the tobacco men in general of Clarks-
ville, for the fostering care which
has been shown this market, and the
"protection" guarunteed t .
"The depth+ immense of endless gratitude"
is 3 ours.
Individually the NNW ERA Ac-
cords to you deeerved praise for the
fairness with which you have con-
ducted the tobacco columns of the
Leaf, but this is not an individual
matter; it Is *question of markets,
and na a matter of course we are com-
pelled to take issue with you on that.
"Does it not occur to you (use that
a payment of $4,000 on an inspection
of 42,000 hogsheads is a light recla-
mation claim?" you ask. Was it
on 42,000, though/ You seem to
overtook the fact, my dear sir, that
theee reclamation claims 44,000) only
eovered a very short period, and
were on a limited number of hogs-
heads instead of tits year's inspec-
tion. What they were ha the past
twelve months we have no means of
knowing, but if one may judge from
the last week they certainly were
enormous. To get at the bottom of
the matter, suppose you tell us the
exact amount from January 20, '88,
to date. One broker in this city
some days ago received reciama-
tions of over thirteen hundred
dollars on 12.5 hogshesde of tebacco
bought on your market antl inspected
by your men. Another bought six
hogsheads and received about *12.5 in
reciamations. And yet you claim
light reciamations
You claim to have inspected 42,000
hogmheads last year. For the sake of
argument we grant that, though your
recepts were only :14,585. While the
receipts on this market, of couree,
were very inuch lighter, being only
about 9,000 hogshead's, we inspected
between 11,000 awl 12,0010, and the
sum total of reclantations for the
year were under r..100. "Compari-
sons are odious," think you? Well,
we agree.
"Is not a reclamation a prima
facie evidence of a liberal inspection,
and in favor of the /teller ass against
the'buyer?" Perhaps it is, and per-
haps it isn't; sometimes It is an evi-
dence of carelessness, sometimes an
evidence of other things. But on
this market we claim to and do give
an inspection just to all, buyer and
seller. When a man buys a hogs-
head of good leaf for $9.50, inspected
on this market, he gets that and not
one worth $7.50.
"Is it not a notorious fact
that from 10 to 30 per cent. of your
(our) tobacco is resold on the Clarks-
ville breaks?" Candor compels us
to say very emphatically that it is not,
anti you, my dear sir, know that as
well as the NEW ERA, cies. you would
not have insinuated, but asserted.
Also, it is not a fact that one of our
warehousemen refused to entertain a
claim for reclamation on technical
grounds. It is true that he had the
right to, because the buyer was not a
member of the board of trade, but in-
stead of refusing, he agreed to pay
any reclamation that would be decid-
ed upon by an inspector other than
the one who inspected them, and pro-
poses to send a man from this board
te sample said hogsheads, in conjune
tion with one from your own board,
and then to abide by their decision.
We are inclined to think that an
spection by our board at the iustanirslatemakers once had his name writ); ern holders, if said inspection
Oret satisfactory is conclusive en-
ten close up to the top on that.
DID Osman Digma capture Stanley
after he wrote that letter of August
17th, or did the old gentleman lie
about it, is puzzling two continents.
In the meantime Round-the-World
Stevens calmly prepares to ride
through the jungles and ovtr the
marshes on his bike. If he isn't
eaten we may expect to know some-
thing definite in the course of a year
or two.
THE Calhoon Constitution "riz"
up on its hindlege and howled most
lustily last week because an Owens-
boro paper intimated that as it drew
largely on that city for .its patronage
it should speak lest, harshly of it.
The paragraph really amounted to
nothing, but it provoked about five
columns of editorials in the ( constitu-
tion. We very much fear, Fernander,
that your liver is out of order.
COL. JOHN H. WHEN-Re, of Owens-
boro, started to Louisville the other
day, but by some mishap took the
wrong train and turned up in India-
napolis. Of course the colonel called
on Gen. Harrison anti of course he
didn't want anything hinuself, just
merely said a few words for his
friends. He would be very much
surprised if an office was offered him,
etc. The colonel is a sly old duck,
and the eye he keep', turned on that
revenue colleetorship is never closed.
Maj. Crumbaugh, where art thou,
and what hest thon to say?
The Muhlenburg Echo very truly
says : The capitalists of Hopkinsville
keep more than half a million of eap-
ital lying idle iu the banks at that
plane. They could invest this in en-
terpr Wes that would benefit both
tbetneelves and the community but
they are amid. After a while thome
old fellows will go to the cemetery
and then between the lawyers and the
courts and their spendthrift heirs that
half million will vanish into thin air
along with their memory anti a new
raee that will understand the value
of money and their obligation to the
eommunity in which it has been
amassed will rise up and male Hop-
kinsville s flourishing city.
•
oreement, nammut as no c a me
for reclamation ever return. At least
it ranks above your own in that re-
spect.
You think we have had no market
since July, doyou? Well, perhape not
ss esish as our "fostering" sister,
but an examination of the warehouee-
men's books shows that we have
been holding our own pretty well and
advancing money on crops which
have hitherto been sold on your board.
We are not feeling very blue, thank
you, over the prospects, but moving
along in the even tenor of our way,
doing justice to all, protecting the
interests of our sellers aa well
as buyers. We do not expect
to get rich in a day,
neither do we expect to lose other
people their fortunes in a day.
As to reflecting on your board of in-
spectors, the NEW ERA has said
nothing that was not true. If the in-
spection was not "criminally loose,"
then it was monstrously careless,
else why these heavy reclamations?
Of course we have no means of
knowing whether these mistakes
were made by one or all of your board,
and like the rest of the world, we are
compelled to charge the whole with
what was, perhaps, the fault of one.
THE people throughout the country
seem to give Hopkinsville credit for
a great deal ef power. They seem to
think that we An control the course
of railroads as well as most every
thing else. We ought to feel highly
eomplimented, and we do, but really
we are not quiW so powerful. A rail-
road company would hardly ask us
which route we.would prefer them to
build, but would very likely buil4 the
one best suited to their convenience
and purse. While HopkIneville would
like to dictate to the 0. V. the route
to be taken in coming from Prinee-
ton, she confesses with sorrow
her inability to do so, as the railroad
people prefer to be their own judges
in the matter.
Is. Germany doeen't behave herself
we will send Warrior Shepard and
Fire-eater Haletead over to attend to
her case.
LES& TOBACCO.
Now that the season is approaching
for the planting of a new crop of to-
bacco the NEw ERA would say a few
words to its fanner friends. Experi-
ens* has taught you the evils of over-
production. The market is glutted
and your tobaeco, the inferior portion
of it, worth nothing. If you heti
taken the advice given you last spring
and raised a lesser quantity, to-day
you would uot be eomplaining of a
low market. Only good tobaccos
find ready sale and bring remuner-
ative prices. The price of your lug%
will not pay the expense of prizing
and marketing. There is a lesson in
this and you should profit by it.
l'iant only jug so much as you can
easily care for in connection with your
other crops. If you will raise fifty
per cent less tobacco and more corn,
and wheat, and potatoes, and stock,
twelve months from to-day you will
be in better financial condition titan
you have been for a long time.
Cotton ruined the southern farmers ;
take care that tobacco does not ruin
you.
The man who relies upon one crop
must of necessity be unsuccessful.
Sooner or later he must come to grief
—if not front a shortage, then front
• surplus. Either will aceomplish
the same result so far as he is indi-
vidually concerned.
If you had planted ten acres of to-
bacco last year Where you planted
twenty, aud carefully tended thoite
ten, the financial result would have
been different. If this year you will
plant five instead of the twenty, pay
strict attention to it, and devote your
spare time to raising corn, wheat,
some of the grasees, or other market-
able productions, you will make two
dollars where you nettle one Iasi
year.
Do not let the idea prevail with
you that as tobacco is so low, you
must raise a larger quantity of it in
order to make both ends meet. That
means ruination. The NEW EnA
gave you some whoisome advice
about this time last year; you failed
to act upon it, and yeti lost.
THE Owensboro papers say that
but one man was killed and three
badly injured by the Green river
bridge disaster. The superintendent,
who ordered the work done which
resulted in the wreck has fled the
state. The railroad rompane will
bring suit against the Keystone
Bridge Company for damages, anti
force them to rebuild. Trains will
be delayed at least two months, and
the railroad will suffer great loss
tle•reby, The Bridge Company also
lays Itself liable to indictment for
murder and suits for dam:tires sus-
tained by those injured. In addition
to this the company will have to an-
swer at Henderson for eontempt of
court. This will undoubtedly be the
costliest piece of work that the bridge
company ever did, and if they get
justice it will cost them more than
mere looney.
A WAR between the United States
anti I Wrtuany would plow more naT
tions than one. France would khdi
up her heels in high glee, while Aus-
tria would applaud long and loud.
Neither of these two nations love
Germany; in fact would glory in her
downfall and for that matter be only
too glad to aseist in it. But, then,
there is no danger of such a war.
Germany appreeiates the condition
of affairs and knows too well whet
the result would be, even were the
other nations friendly uttutral, which
they would not be. No nation will
dare tackle a country which produces
such warriors as Ingalls and Shepard
and Foraker,
HEREAFTER the NEW ERA will 4e,
vote a good portion of its space in
Thursday's Daily and the Weekly
to the tobaeco market. A thoroughly
competent matt hae take!, charge of
that department, who will Melte this
one of the Mort interesting feetures
of the paper in the future, The Hop
kinsville market has grown to such
importance that it demands more at.
tention than has heretofore been paid
it, and the NEw ERA will strive to
give it what lt needs, Elsewhere
will be found a *ample of what our
readers. may expect, and it is need-
less to say they will be pleased with
it.
Tim Nashville American has been
giving the city fathers particular fits
for not paying more attention to the
streets, upon which the Evening
Herald quoth:" It is said that "hell
is paved with good intentions."
Would the American have us believe
that hell is in a better municipal con-
dition than NaelivilleSr it is now in
order for that great patrols saint
of Nashville, the Banner, to sit
on the Herald for such uneeemly
levity, and read the riot aet over its
dispositioa to slander.
CLARKSVILLE IS slowly but surely
decaying. The spire of the Cumber-
land Presbyterian ellUielt ()yet. there
had to be taken down the other day
becauae it was so rotten that a portion
of fell, and now the walls of the
Wien church are caving in.
p
,00r Clarksville:
THE Henderson, News, referring to
the route to be taken by the road from
Bowling Green north, says that "any
new road which reeks to avoid a close
connection with the grand system of
the L. & N. R. R. will be simply
going in the face of both Interest end
• venience." Alt! Alta
FROM appearances it looks very
much like the Keystone Bridge Com-
pany has put a foot in it. The grand
jury of lienderson county has offered
$100 for the dead body of the man
who was killed in the recent acci-
dent, presumably for the purpose of
indicting said company for murder.
THE United Statism phould apolo-
gize to Germany for hoeing an
American flag in Samoa. That
would be an easy way out of the
dilemma, and in thorough accord
with the policy pyreued by Secretary
Bayard.
Wits' is it that no entries have been
made in the race for the state treas-
uryship next August ? The politi-
cians avoid that oiece of pie so very
carefully that one iu led to think it is
loaded with "Rough on Rats."
Loutsvteee has shown her colors
and given the government a pointer
in the Samoan affisir. She abolished
the teaching of the German language
in the public schools by a vote of SZ
1,o 1.
IF Louisville doesn't retaliate on
the Germans for their outrages in
'Samoa by dropping that language
foots her schools we shall lose faith
in KentaClu Patriotism.
An error in the editorial, "Com-
peehions are Odious," in yesterday4
issue, made us say "24,000 hogsheads"'
in one Sive, oe&tire it should have
been 42,000.
WEet„ e-hat will the actuate do
about the tearnotin affair—dein/wad
reparation front Germany, or erawi
'nto its hole and pull the bole in af-
ter it?
Tire eitlasns will welcome an In-
crease of the police force.
TOBACCO DEPAILITHEINT.! THEM MOM 1..4\ 111.
.
••••••••••••••••""14.•••••••
We have been Informed by a mem-
her of the comtnittee, aPim'inted by:The Republieatie Given a Chance of
the Board ot Trade, to seleet a build-
Showing the Sieeerity ta Their In-
SOUTH. CHRISTIAN.
Personals and News Notes From Our !
Regular Correspondent at lieu• 1
net tsinwii.
BENNE-ere-rows, January "2.—Misslug site and to formulate plans, that .
the tobacco exchange is now assured, : terest in the Terrine ies. dy from Church Hill, is visiting Miss
. Lizzie Owen, quite a pretty young !n-
and that it is only a question of time,
Miss Laura Shropshire, from New-
Mary Pink Sherrill.and a short time at that, wheu this I
port, is visiting Miss Brownie Crewe.
much needed itnprovement will be In
prosess of erections anti will be rapid- Hi Bill---Mhall Utah he Admitted
Denmerattet)piniona orthe Senate Ta is
Mr. S. F. I..:mbry, of Howell, wauly pushed to completion; and it is here last Sunday.with a feeling of pride that we can 
as II State—The Sugar
Milt. Sarah Wilson, from near Ca-
growing district, that, ere long the 
Bounty.
aasure the planters of the largest anti
most important section of the tobacco
trade on this, its natural market,
will have not mimply an existent....
but "a local itabitation;" and that
to bring about Thiel "coneummatIon
devoutly to be wished," the farmers,
while equally with the warehouse-
men anti buyers enjoying its benefits,
will nevertheless, .be asked to con-
tribute nothing. M'hile the cost of
the Winding will approximate $15,-
000, yet it is the opinion.; of the
Hopkinsville Board of Trade that it
is the duty not of the planters, but
of the commission merchants and
bnyers, to provide a place for the
selling of tobacco while the addition
of otorerootus and offices will add to
ithe convenience of sellers and buy-
len. Tile comfort of the planters will
be adjustably provided for in a large,
icomfortable and well arranged sale-
kootn.
The tobacco market this . week,
?showed signs of strengthening, the
rw,tiers of last week being not only
ully oustained on all grades, but a
rceptible advance being manifest,
ethile buyers accepted offerings with
rnore ability. The apparent enhancet
linent or yaw% limy, at least In part,
tt accounted for by the fact that a.tter grade of tobacco is making its
ppearance on the board, to which
act also may be traced the decreased
rites of rejections to offerings; this,
however, does not account altogether
tor the activity and higher prices
trhich characterized the sale, end it
Is evident that the market is tinn
il eith an inellustiou ta slightly higher
figure*. We quote prieesuas.2setoillos8wmos:
Lugs, common $1.75 to #2.25








There wee offered yestenlay on.the
Wyllie market MOI hogsheads,
bout equally divided betweett °Bland
ew, with only 36 rejections. The
urier-journae says: "The tone of
he market was firm for all grades.
wre was no decided advance to
lute, but several fine lots brought
xtra good prices. A number of
buyers of last week were holding off
tecause of the strength of the mar-et." We observe no quotations from
1. 4hristian or Trigg counties, but notehe sale by the Pickett house- of 13
hogeheade of Todd eounty dark leaf
and lucre at $7 90 to 53 50, and of 7
togsheade of Todd county burley
eaf, lugs and trash from $8 00 to 3 40.
—
jgformatioe received at this office
Is to the etleot thet the hopes of the
tatoke of the numerous plant-bedsbstentieniste have gone up in the
feeently burned, and that now they
itte diseolved into "air, thin air."
We would suggest the substitution of
"abstemious," 114 properly charac-




, The repert ef Hopkinsville inept.-
iors for tile Week etiffieg January 23,
es as follows!
Receipts tor week  00 Weis.
Receipts for year ets0 hhtlis.
ges for week 
les for year 821 hlids.
IQ hhds.
The Board of Trade returns foethe
7nited KIngdom, as quoted by
tesens. Thomas H. Edwards & Co.,
f Liverpool, in their annual report,
ows that there was in bond, on the
h of November, 1888, in round
'Rebel's, 24,000,000 pounde of tobacco
then en the sante date in 1887,
el _that, for the eleven months
tel November 30th, 1888, there
ere entered for honte conisumption
er 2,500,000 pounds more than for
t te twelve months of the previous
y ar. This indicates a decretwe of
s .lis, and possibly an increase of
e neumption,
Jobateas aelea,
Salm, by Itagedele, Cooper & C'o.,
or eixteeu hhils., ma follows;
10 hhde. -leaf $8 00, 8 30, 8 00, 5 90,
5 90, 5 80, 5 75, 4 50, 4 50, 4 25.
hhds. $3 75, 3 60, 3 00, 3 00, 2 50,
-ItiCies by Neleon et DabneY of 7 hhds.
tit new tobsceo se follow*:
2 hhds. lugs $2 30, 2 80.
6 Mild.. leaf #5 30, 0 00, 6 25, 6 40, 6 M.
Sales by Hanbery & Shryer uf. 11
as follows:
8 Weds. leaf $7 85, 7 50, 7 50, 7 60, 80,
7130, 7 00, 6 70.
'3 hhds. lugs $3 84, 3 50, 2 10.
'Sailer by Gant & (Wither Co., 19
h s. new tobacco as follows:
hhds. good leaf Pt. to $7 50. '
cont. anti med. leaf $3 60 to
1,5 80.
hluls. lugs front $1 70 to 52
ales by Wheeler, Mills & Co., ef 39
h ds. as follows:
1 hhds. new leaf $7 a5, 7 95, 6 60,
0 . , 6 .50, 30, 5 8.5, 4 70, 4 30, 4 95, 5 0Q.
bluisi. old leef $5 QV, 5 00, :5 00, 4 75,
3 ' 5, 3 25.
hhds, new lugs $3 70, 3 25, 2 40,
2 25, 2 00, 1 80.
t tattle old lugs from $1 80 to $2 50.1
Sales by Abernathy I Long of le
hhda. am follows:
4 hhds. medium to good leaf .$5‘.30
t° LI. common leaf $3110 to $5 00.
" int:Alum lugs $2 00 to $2 60.






he t'larksville Progress says:
we hue been sent out of an au-
etic nature te the effect that the
o Valley R. It. will mit go to Hop-
Ovine but if built at all will run to
ayette and Murry, through& min-
section of the state. This newe
its origin as we learn with Mr.
K isey, preeident of the 0. V. rail-
✓ and should not be questioned.
ver eyerythipg tends to confirto
as he work recently begets oe thi
proposed line has ceased altogether,
, They Won't Raise Hurley.
Albout two thousand farmers and
It'oth is interested In tobaceo raising
ine et Brookville, the county meat of
lir ken county, Monday to organize
against raising a crop lu the burley
district next season: Little of the
crop of 1888 ham been sold and a num-
bernre still holdlug the erop of 1887,
i .—____,.....-....-.....--
Several years ago Chan:therlain &
Co.i of Den Moines, Iowa, eornmenced
the Outnufacture of a cough remedy,
beliUving it to be the most prompt anti
reli hie pre aration yet roduced for
cou se colt s an croup, t tat the pub-
lic ppreeiate true merit, and in time
it w certain to become popular.
The r most eanguine hopes have been
me than realized. Over three hun-
dred thousand bottlee of Chamber-
laih's Cough Remedy are now *old
eael -year, anti it ie recognized as
"Le best made," whereeer it Is
ktwern, It will core a mevere cold ie
Wore nnic ttaln Any other treatment
If'or rude by rt..4.(krner. nol..1,4wast
Mr, Frank Hamilton, advance ageet
of the Walter Mathews eompany, wait
in the city yesterday perfecting ar-
rangitments for the appearance of his
star in this city on Thureday the 31st.
W Asti misses „ Jan. 23.—Repreeen-
tative Springer, backed by 143 of his
colleagues, has given the Republi-
can eenate an opportunity of show-
ing how sincere the great interest they
are constantly expreleting for tin. ter-
ritories really Is.. If they accept Mr.
Springer's hill as passed by the house,
month Dakota with two representa-
tives anti NIontatia with one will Ise
admitted its states by presidentird
proclamation just as soon us tile vo-
ters accept the constitutioue already
formed, aud north Dakota, Washing-
ton and New Mexico may be admit-
ted by congress al, soon as their con-
stitutions are formed. If they reject
this bill they postpone for months the
adminsion of Itily,of the territeries.
Senators Gorman, Vest, Vance and
othere are vigoroisly combating the
growing antiment among the Demo-
crats in the house to accept the senate
tariff bill as better than no legislation
on the subject. They argue that the
senate bill is more Objectionable than
the existing law, as it increases the
duties on articles in which the mamma,
are directly interested—notably iron,
cotton and wool. • They talOtond that
when the bill is referred to a oonfer-
ence committee, the Democratic eon-
ferees should be hustructed to take a
firm stand in behalf of the necee-
series of life, aud let the Republicans
take all tbe responsibilities of fram-
ing a tariff bill to suit themselves in
the next congress. The other side of
the question is represented by Repre-
sentatives, Wilson, of West Virginia,
and Catchings, Of Miastiossippl, who
are of the opinio4 that the Republi-
cans would be greatly dleappointed if
the houae should agree to the senate
bill, and for that reason they favor
doing so, as the measure contains
some good things and is therefore
better than no bill. They contend
that as long as the Republicans elitint
to have carried tIle eleetion on their
tariff idees Oust they ehould be al-
lowed to paste their bill. This is the
status of the :natter at tills time. But
those who are in positions to know
may that the senate bill will never be
coneidered by the house.
The old adage that "a house divided
against itself will fall," is likely to
prevent the peewee+ of a bill admit-
ting Utah as a state, notwithstanding
the fact that a Democratic caucus of
the houses has agreed to lam it. Gov-
ernor West, of Utah, is here working
hard to prevent the passage of such a
bill, and delegate Caine, of the same
territory, is vigorously working in
itn favor. Both being Democrats,
what they have to nay on the subject
is carefully listened to by their party
associates.
An amendment giving bounty of
one cent per pound on all sugar pro-
dueed In tide coutttry has been added
to the senate tariff bill, but it re-
quired a vigoreua use of the party
whips to bring the Republican sena-
tors into line, ant,Yeven then Senator
Quay voted against it,
General J. C. Black, commissioner
of pensions, will, it is thought, be ap-
pointed Judge Advocate General of
the army, unlessit shall be shown
that he is ineligible, which Is claimed
by sonie proruineet men.
Senator Morgan has given egranny"
Blair anotiwr tongue lashing. Some
people Would getlired of such treat-
ment, but Senator Blair afems to
thrive on it, indeed he looks disap-
pointed if he has anything to say and
does not receive some abuse. He
ofteu gets it frotu his own party as
well as from Denim:rate.
The active fight that Mr, Blaine is
giving McKinley in his fight for the
speakership is having Its effect. 1 I is
chances are now regerded es best by
close observers, but if Bigine should
get "turneti down" by Harrisen it
will catwe a big temble in McKinley
stock.
There are nearly 250 nominations
pending before the senate, the most
of them for ',millimeters. There is
no reason why they should not be
confirmed except filet the Republi-
cans want to keep the places for liar-
neon to till.
Tom Reed, of Maine, is much dis-
comfited at the manner Itt which
Blaine is undermining his strength
in the speakermirip canvass. Blaine
never forgets or forgives an injury,
and nothing is too small for hint to
undertake in order to get even with
the people.
On Saturday afternoon last, the
president and Mrs. Cleveland reteived
a visit front Vice-President and Mrs.
Morton. The latter have been in the
city for several days. They are stop-
ping at the Normandie, a new hotel
in a faahionable quarter, the success
of whieh was assured by Blaine hav-
ing taken up his winter residence
there.
PROM-WIN A !PARR.
Reported Pierchame Waite I. & T. by
the Osas com pans cantitA
Verified.
A NEW Rite repener palled at the
office of Meemrs,Landee & Clark Wed-
nesday to interview them in regard
to the rumor which tuts been current
for several days to the eflect that the
0. V. lt, IL Co„ had purehameti of the
L. & N. Co., the Princeton division of
that system, with a view to reaching
Nashville via Clarksville. Col. Clark
tienied any knotvledge of the alleged
male saying that his correspondenee
with the Officials of the O. V. Co.,
would indicate that the rumor was
unfounded. It was well-known to
the reporter that the 0. V. Co., had
recently returned over the Prineeton
line all of the rolling stock, trucks,
implements, etc., thet had been taken
to Princeton for the prosecution of
the work along the fine of the survey
to this city. When mikes! Its to the
significance of this , step' Col. Clark
maid, "I don't know what it means,
but I don't think it helleatem that the
trade has been made between the two
corporatioem" Where did the Engi-
neers go from Who city? "They wont
Friday to Hendereon, where they will
make out the profile and emtimatets
the survey from Princeton to this
city."
SOT111110'31EW•
Up to the hour of Ohm to press the
NEW ERA had uot beeu able tO hear
from the 0. V. offleials relative to the
reported purchase or the I. A. & T.,
although they had heels telegraphed
and requested to uee the wires in
giving particulars if true.
The senate Tarig Bill Passed.
WASH INoTos. Jam 29.—The senek'
substitute for the Mills bill was passed
by the higher branch•of congreem last
night, by a vote of 32 to 30.
De Net Suffer Any Longer.
Knowing that a cough can be
checked Ina day, atid ',lest stages
ef coueumption broken in a weifa,
hereby guarantee Dr: Aeker's
Itemetly foe enRsurtiption, and
will refund the money wits, buy,
take it as per direetions, and do not
find our statement correct.
diz, was visiting here recently.
There Is a certain widower front
Montgomery, Trigg county, whops
making frequent visits to this neigh-
borhood. There Is abet a faint odor
of orange blossoms southeast of thin
hamlet, and if a wedding is reported
P0011 it Will llot surprise your re-
porter.
The school house at this place is
nearing completion.
Terry Fuqua, of Canton, was here
last Sunday.
Misses Ada and Rosa Young, and
Ernest Moss, paid a visit to your city
last week and went out to visit the
any I um.
Miss Lavolia Fleming paid a visit
to Clarkin/111e recently.
Mrs. Rhodes Thompson, of your
city, was visiting here uot long since.
Jack West, of Church Hill, was
vitiating at I'. E. Sherill'e last week.
John Stevenson, of Longview, was
visiting in this vicinity Sunday.
J. A. Boyd anti Ben McGee, were
itt Clarkeville the 21st.
Miss Hattie Allen, of Pee Dee, is
visiting Mise Bettie Carter.
Rev. Frank Perry failed to fulfil his
appointment at this place last SUR-
day.
NYillie McKenzie, of Oak Grove,
was here Saturday.
Mrs. Addle Cheatham is quite
with typhoid fever at the reeidenee
of Mr. Buck Trahern, of Rase Hill.
W. W. Crows is building a new
room to his house.
J. T. Coleman's child is improving.





greeted l'ete Baker in "The Emigrant
at the oewra house Monday night.
The play is a better one than "Chris
and Lena," but that is not saying
much for it. Pete, of couree, carried
tattle honors, but there were others
deserving of mention. W. L. Wood-
son as D'Orsay Brown, the insuranee
agent, carried his part well anti kept
the audience in e reel humor, lei did
Wm. F.. Hines, lite Dennis McGraw.
Little eirattie Euler captured the
house by her cute actions and sweet
songs, bringing rounds of applause
and necessitating several encores.
Her voice hi more than ordinarily
sweet for one so young. Aunt Jere-
miah (Pete Baker) broke up the house
In the third act, and it was some time
before it regained its equilibrium.
As a whole, the play was a disap-
pointment, but the epeelelties made
up in *omit degree for this. If one
cares to idle away A ple of hours,
he oan pass them very pleasantly
witnessing title perfornutnee, but it
would hardly entertain a second time.
The Louisville prem.' since the de-
but of Mr. Walter Mathews in that
city has mpoken in the mon glowing
tt:rms of the young tragedian and his
work. He is pronounced by the crit-
ics In every way worthy of the heavy
roles which he assumes anti as the
crafty Gloucester he riees to a great-
ness which is rarely witnessed in one
of his years. Mr. Mathews ill no
doubt be greeted by a large and ap-
preciative eudience on the occasion
of Ills appearance In this hid native
city.
aladante anti Augustin Neuvfile
in the "Boy Tramp," will be tlw next
attraction at the opera house. This
will be one of the most interesting
programmes of the season, anti the
spectacular features of the play are
tinexeelled, This otonpany appears
op January e.sth.
Th.- Boston symphony on:immoral
chili has been secured by the manage-
ment for the night of Wedneeday,
Fob. 1301. A large number of tick-
ets !Dive boen Spoken for anti this
great musical organisation will re-
etive a hearty greeting at the hands
of the people of Hopkinsville. The
management has necessarily incur-
red 1101110 risk in order to affttrd us an
opportunity of witness ng a perform-
ance 'by this orchestra but the ;peo-
ple will oertainly °eine to the remote.
Off For Ntimourl.
A short time sitter the NEW ERA
announced that Prof. M. L. Lipscomb
had been offered and had accepted a
chair in the faeulty of the University
of Missouri and would leave forth-
with for Columbia, the seat of the
inetitution. Thie announeement was
rather premature then as Prof. L.
had not aecepted the proposition
which was made him. Since then,
however, he has decided to go anti
will probably leave this evening. As
stated before his family will remain
in Hopkinsville for the present. The
NEw ERA eat) only repeat in this
connection what weasels] before, that
in losing such a man Hopkineville
loses a citizen whose 'divot it will is.
difficult to fill. Prof. Lipscomb dot-
not leave Hopkinsville without mans IS
regrets, and these regrete are mutual.
IMAt.at es s.
Senator Plumb, of Kansas, has
been chosen his own successor. The
one Democratic. senator and the four
Denmeratic members of the house
declined to vote.
The Oklahoma bill will come up
for conaideration eongrees to-mor-
row.
Mr. II. Hull, of Louisville, is
hard at work forming a tried to eon-
trol the output of iron in the south-
ern states.
Mr. Blaine while at Baltimore the
other slay, was asked whether he
-would be the next secretary of state.
He replied: 'filet question rould
be better answered at Indianapolis."
Croup is a terror to young mothere,
especially during the winter months
as it is then lllll prevalent. It can
always he prevented, if properly
treated as soon as the first mymptone,
appear. lioarseness is the first
mymptom ; this is soon followed by a
peetdiar, rough cough. If Chamber-
lain's( Cough Remedy is freely given
as soon as these 'symptoms appear, it
will invariably prevent the attack.
There is no danger In giving the rem-
edy, as It contains no injurious sub-
stance. For sale by H. B. Garner.
nov2Owlett





Next Door te Front Eutranee of
Court House,
Hopkinsvil:e - - Ky.
Having formed a partner-
ship as above, we solicit and
hope to receive the patron-
age of our friends.
BUCKNER & HAYS.
Wo will take insurance
ou all lines of property.
BUCKNER & HAYS.
Fon RENT.—A nice 4 room eottage
on Jenup Avenue.
Buceeeet & HAYS.
Farm of 140 acres with lionise, barn,
orehani, stable and an abundance of
water; three miles front Ferguson's
store; only $429.00.
Best business lot on 7th street, weat
of Main, at a great bargain.:
A desirable reeitience lot on Ninth
street very cheap.
All persons having real
estate for sale or rent would
do well to place it in our
hands.
BliCh \ ER & HAYS.
"rtruliu
The Great Rheumatic Cure.
A pure extract from the yellow pine of theMouth. Cores Rhenmatimn, 1"feuralgits,Toothache. Earache, Sprains, tur. Ring-worms, Froetbites, Sk In Eruptions. all Throat
anti Cheat Afreetiona, etc , and a great relief
to consumptives. It limed acesesting et direc-
tions and falls to give satisfaction after a auf-
ficient test is made, we guarantee. to refund
the lllll wy. Price ?in ci ram. For sale by
Wyly & liurnetL 4..;. E.. Gaither. II. tilarner.Buckner Lrwvell aud it. E. Christ inn, /lop-
kinsvine. Ky.







NIonteE, ALA., Jan. 21.--George A.
Pearce, secretary of the Planters' &
Nierchants' insurance Company, left
here Friday night oidenmibly for Bir-
mingham, Ala., anti dropped a note
to the president, pomtmarked Nash-
ville, saying that the company's
book* wertellot all right. Examine-
tion to-day shows that Pierce is
$20,000-er more short. Attachments
were mued out on his real estate,
worth about $5,000. The company
al AO seeures about $10,000 In the shape
of an Indy ity bond. Pearce was
prominent in religious anti social
cirelem.
- - else- -
Lahnr Agents Limited.
N Ew (hi LEANS, Jan. 23.—A specha
to the Times-Deteoerat from Vicks-
burg, Miss., says: News reached here
last night that Fred Hopkins and
Jenkins, et this City, hoth colored
labor agents, lied beer! caught in
north Lottimiana tied 'puttied. No
particulars hive boon received, but
the report is believed, salt is au much
as a MAWS life is Worth to try to get
!iambs away front Um planters lust
How.
--••••••-•
A emit who has practiced medielne
for 49 years ought to know salt from
sugar; read what he says:
Toi.Eno, O., Jan. On, le87.
Messrs. F. J. Cheny tit Co.-4 ENTLE-Mee have been in the general
practice of medicine for most 40 years
and would say that in all my practice
and eqperienee, have never seen a
preparation that I eould preserille
with us RILICil confidence of sueeese
as I can Hall's Catarrh Cure. menu-
faetured by you. Have proscribed it
a great many times and its effete is
wonderful, and woulti Kay in con-
cluition that I have yet to tind a case
of Catarrh that it will not cure, if
they would take it according to direc-
tions. Yours+ truly,
L. L. lloRsucn,
Office 212 Sumulit St.
We will give$100 for any ease of
intarrh that cannot be cured with
Hillie eatarrit Cure. Taken inter-
bally.
F. J. CtiENev & Co., Prof/deters,
ruled°, 0,
alir Sold by Druggists, 75e.
NTEW
dmplc Home
We have fitted up room No, 106
Main street, under our large storage
rooms, and now have one of the finest
stocks of new style furniture ever
handled in this city. We belittle all
grades from the best to the cheapest.
We are making • speelalty of Fine
Bed-room and Parlor sets, Sofas,
Lounges, Upholstered chairs, Book-
cases, Hat Hacks, Sideboards, Fancy
Plush and Willow Hocken+. We
abet haves full line of New Ward-
robes, Dining Chairs, Bedsteads,
Cradles, Centre tables,' Mattresses,
Safes and everything carried in a
large wholeptale anti retail house. We
cannot expect to walk right into bus-
iness unless we offer mottle extra in-
dueement. So we will say to one
and all mime and examine our
lung Stock
We will sell you the beet quality o
goods for less money than you can
get them in any retail store in Louis-
ville or any other large eity, We will
not allow
Prices
to Interfere if we can please you ln
our goods.' Allow us to otrer many-
thanks for your past patronage wItieh
we have [enjoyed. We will do our
best to merit a continuance of the
same.
We also handle all kiwis of
WOOD
and M ETA LTC
COFFINS
and C ASK ETS,
And can furnieh them day or night
on the shortest notice. Mr. A. W.
Pyle, an experienced undertakeewill
attend to all funerale entrusted to UP.
Thanking you again Nee are yours
mast obediently,
c. R. ciark 84 Co.
entaur
inimen
The most wonderful Pain-Curer the world has ever
known. Its effects are instantalieosaii
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castorla.
DETERMINED
Are we to close out our stock by Feby. 1st and in order
to do so we have made another
BIG [UT
especially on our heavy goods. Our stock is rapidly
being reduced, you should not delay a visit to our store if
you wish some of these bargains. We call especial at-
tention to our stock of dress goods.
Cream albatross all wool 33c.
Pink
Tan
• • 44 1.6 35e.
I • , 35-e.it
Black " 66 66 35c.
Thtse goods are sold all over town for 50c.
Dresden cloth, all wool, 35c, worth 50c. 2. pieces
tan serge. former price 45c, now going for 25c. All
colors in English henrietta cloth cut to 221c,' former
price 35c. All colors English cashmere 17 1-2, former
price 25c. Many other goods cut in same proportion.
We have a few red and white flannels left• at less than
cost to manufacture: We offer best check cottons for
6 1-4c, also bargains in Canton flannels. Bed comforts
at 50c, worth just $1.00.
JEwsExrs
leafs'
Nice all wool jerseys at 50c, former price $1.00. Stvlish
all wool jerseys, fancy front, for 75c, former price $i.00.
Jerseys that formerly sold for $2.50 and $3.00 now only
$1.00.
We have made a big cut on ladies' fine handker-
chiefs. Be sure to ask to see them.
prieesL.adies' hose, especially woolen, at remarkably low
We have a big stock of childran's host! in cotton at
BIG CUT PRICES.
•
White and colored knittting cottons at 5c per ball.
Ladies linen collars 10c each, former price 15 to 25c.
Marshall's linen thread, bleached and brown. at 6c per
spool Bargains in ruching, colored, former price 25 to
50c per yard, cntdown to 10c. Another
iimaxBowr.
in corsets, mostly large sizes. Have you seen oar ladies'
Berlin lined gloves at half cost. We have a few short
cloaks, also newmarkets at just 1-3 their former price.
Silk circulars, silk lined and fur trimmed at-$6.00.
Biggest Bargains Ever Known.
Saxony yarn 5c per hank, or 60c per pound. Our
Laees and Homburgs are the town talk. Ask your -
neighbors about them. We have placed a great many
goods on our bargain counters at
Less Than Half Cost
Oriental laces at 5e per yard, worth 25c. Our beat
French satteens at 23c per yard. formerly sold for' 40c,
only a few more patterns left. We have many other
goods at mark down prices that must be .old. RemeM-
ber the time is short and we must sell the goods. If you
wish to avail yourself of this great opportunity you must
come early.
"The Old Reliable."
M. Frankel  &Sons,
ii II 4 It 1: 4.r lit %.
/91..Tcodex-x, titsr erSz LA a:snow,
'Euccessors to APERNATHY & CO.
Central Tobacco Warehouse,
No 2.to. on North ei-!.• Ninth St et. e -quer. rom DepotAll tsbacco 1.1111,i1014. II. Us i I I nevi oer seasons! 41,01310,1,
laillrline "9" "ill,' e• St`thi,-. and quart nese. reset.. s Iffi tesnisters
NV. G. WHEELER. W. H. FAXON, Rook-keeper. JOHN N. MILL
WHEELER, MILLS & CO,
Tobacco Warekaseilltt tram: ard Groio Dealers
SEN'ESTII AND R. It. STS., 110PKINSVILI.E, KY.




























T II E NEW ERA. Venal t °cueing*.
--PVSLISI1E11
,o• Era Printing and
— Rev. Mr. Hays, the presiding elder
for this district will preach at the
Methodist church to-night.
Publish ng CO.
Thos. Dade has taken a position
with John R. Green A Co. and will
A YEAR. set in on Feb. lat.
ste•wi at it.. ve.tesse. !. it.,psineene to J. G. Metcalfe, general manager of
.a I class Satter. the L. & N. system, passed through
tWity on a special train Wednes-
dly:
Walton Forgy and Sant Hester
spent Sunday near Lafayette. The
former says that he won his case
which accounts for the bread smile
upon his countenace this morning.
Don't fail to read M. Frankel at
Sen's advertisement on the !second
page of this issue. They offer some
rare bargsins for the next few days
The goods must go regardless of cost.
There is one man in this city who is
not kicking over the warm weather,
and his name is Ellie. The gentleman
owns the ice factory and wears a grin
as broad as this weather is beautiful.




Charley Du y, ot Guthrie, WWI In town Mon
day.
Walter Radford spent Turoday In sash
vine.
Mr. Jo Williams, of Pembroke, marlin town
Monday.
It. P. Owalley, of Beverly, was in the elty
Monday.
Cal% le Layne. of Fa I rs Jew, was in the city
Wednesday.
It. C. Puce, of Herudou, WWI in the city
W esi timbale, .
Gus Allen. o($*. Elmo, wain town on taw
inert Monday.
Mao Hattie Allen, of Pee l.,splst Tues-
day lu the city.
Miss Ilaille Rives, of Lafayette, Is s letting
relatives In the city.
Hon. E. ti.riebree, of Henderson. was In the
eity on business SEW week.
Miss Lizstit Morrison. of Pembnike. is visit-
ing Mr. and Mr*. Toni Long.
Mr. T. It. Riehardeon, of Pembroke. was in
town several days this week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Wilkerson. if Trenton,
were In the city Wednesday.
Dr. L. B. Hickman went to MannIngton
Tuesday on professional business.
Miss 'nail Willis, of Fairview, Is the pleas-
ant gown of Miss Daisy Anderson.
Mrs. A. A. Metz returned saturda) night
from a isit to relatives th Nashville
Mn Charles kadford. • leading farmer of
the t'askey precinct, was In the city Wednea-
day.
Mrs David Bronaugh nd Mrs. Thin Watts,
of Pembroke. We shopping in the city
Wednesday.
RusaellvIlie Herald: Miss Pearl l- Conn, of
South Logan, has returned to Bethel Female
College. at ilopkinsville, where she will grad-
uate In May.
Bowline Oreen Times: Rev. Jun. W. Lewis
returood last night from Hopkinsvilk and
will preach to-night and throughout the week
at the Methodist church.
Tobacco Soles.
CL.tRIENVILLE, TENN., Jan. 15.—
Sales by Hancock, Helium. & Co.,
of 55 hhds. as follows:
5 iihds. old lugs, $2 30, 230, 2 25,2.50,
3(X).
36 hhds. old leaf, 14 25 to 8 00.
14 hhds. new leaf, $4 :5, 5 10, 4 10,
5 50, 6 10,6 75, 6 00. 6 00, 6 00, 6 40, 7 70,
7 95, 7 30, 8 70.
Merriam.- 1.1oesses.
WHITE.
Jesse Bryant to riddle Reese.
\V. T. Ts.ndy to Mettle G. Hickman.
Walter Renshaw to Annie Mar-
golis.
Walter Greer to Sarah Underwood.
CO1141RED.
Wm. Gardner to Ella Cunningham.
Heal Pause Transeee.
Hunter Wood and wife to C. J.
Lander, 132 acres; of land in district
No. 1,$l,).
R. C. Jamison anti wife to A. J.
Smith, 4 lots in Pembroke, $1,000.
J. E. Croft and wife to Ed Higgins,
bot in Crofton, $45.
Welch--Stanley.
At the Christian church, Danville,
on Tuesday, January 15, Dr. Thos. R.
Welch, a prominent physician of
Nieholasville, was united in marriage
to Mita. Josephine Stanley, the eldest
daughter of Rev. Wm. Stanley, for-
merly pastor of the Christian church
at this place.
--ewe ...D.—
Wants to Annex the Connty.
The question of annexation is agi-
tating the mind and disturbing the
peace and quiet of our little sister
over on the river. A movement has
been set on foot looking to the an-
nexation of Skufftown, Vinegar Bot-
tom, Helle-Hall, Wildcat Gulch,
South Side Old Field, and several
other very important places whrch
are embraced in the "district" but
which are not included in the city
limits. If success attends the move-
ment Clarksville may at least boast
of having as many people as Hop-
kinsville.
Progress.
NV• wish to call especial attention
to the extensive advertisement of
Forbes & Bro. in this issue. They
are receiving car load after car load
of seeds, implements, barbed wire,
buggies, harness, etc. They now oc-
cupy three immense warehouses, with
a Boor space of over 50,000 square
feet. They are all full of goods, their
stock in all lines is complete and
much larger than ever before. The
farmers can get anything they need
knd have a much larger stock to se-
lect from than elsewhere. They rep-
resent and sell nothing but tirst-class
goods and the leading implements.
They keep repairs for all implements
they sell. The goods are bought at
the lowest market price and will be
bold at bottom prices.
411.
HE WAS MRS. SELBY'S SON.
Conclusion of • Remarkable Suit For
a Fortune Lett By An Illegiti-
mate Child.
A special from Russellville to the
flourier-Jeureal eve that a large
ecowd was 14 the colirt-eceent Monday
morning when the jury in the eielby"
Ryan-Ricketta suit was called. Judge
Reeves handed the papers in the eat*
to one of the jurors, andltold the jury
to retire to the jury-room and again
take the ease under consideration.
As soon as the Jury retired a hunt of
conversation arose In the court-room.
A great many opinions were ex pressed
as to the probable verdict. The al-
most universal opinion was that the
jury would decide in favor of Mrs.
selby. There were only two ques-
tions given by the court for the jury
to answer:
"First—Was David Ricketts the
son of Elizabeth Haggard, now Eliza-
beth Selby, born out of wedlock ?
"Second—Was David Ricketts the
lawful son of Hezekiah Ricketts and
Salhie Riekettet'."
The Jury remained in the jury room
for fifty-three minutes, when they
filed into court. The clerk read their
answers to the questions. The first
question was anewered in the affir.-
tetief. The seeeed la the 
negetie.
he other question in the case will
he answered by the judge,
.Every member of the jury, when
the first bellot was taken, as to
whether David Rickets wss a bastard,
answered "yes." The ROO question
was tusked, "Wes he the eon of Elis-
abeth Haggard?" .gain the answer
was "yes" froni each, The third and
last question was asked, "Was he the
son of Elizabeth Selby, one of the
parties to the suit?" Ten answered
-yes" and one "no." There was on-
eleven men on the trial; one was
used after the trial began. The
one juror who answered the last ques-
tion in the negative held out until
this morning, when he became con-
vinced that Mrs. Selby was Elizabeth
Haggard, and answered "yes."
Mrs. Selby and her son, Charles
Haggard, were /teen after the trial by
the Courier's correspondent and both
*teemed very much pleased by the de-
rision, which has given to thent a
small fortune. Mrs. Selby said that
she would goon place over David's
grave a handsome monument. She
and her son will remain in Russell-
ville for several days, when they will
leave for their home in Missouri.
Prof. T. M. Hawes, a lecturer and
elocutionist of much note, will de-
liver an address on Moody at the
Baptist church this evening. Those
attending are sure of a fine literary
treat
The slaughter house of Drexler &
Bowies, located on the Clarksville
pike just without the city limits, was
destroyed by fire Friday night. The
loss will probably be several hundred
dollars.
A slick burglar effected an entrance
to the confectionery of Max Solomon
Sunday night and succeeded in rifling
the cash drawer of $5.00 in small
change. Nothing was missed from
the shelves.
The Clarksville Chronicle must
have a private moon of its own. It
says that the moon was only half in
the shadow Wednesday, and that it
repeated the performance again
Thursday even 111g.
Mr. Frank White, of Lafayette,
was thrown frem a wild hone last
week, sustaining very pain-
ful injuries. His right arm was
broken in two places and amputation
will probably be necessary.
The office of city tax collector,one of
the most responsible positions within
the gift of the council will be tilled
by that body at its next meeting.
There are several patriotic and wor-
thy citizens anxious to serve the city
In this capacity.
This is a good time to have the
streets cleaned. It's true we have
good streets and it is also true that
we expend large amount annually
upon the game but the very best and
the very prettiest streets will get
soiled from constant use.
Mrs. Slatilda Tillman died Friday
afternoon at her home on the Canton
road about five miles from the city.
The funeral services will be conducted
by Rev. Frank Perry at Goshen
church near Fairview, The remains
will be Interred at the family burying
ground near that place,
The society of Christian Endeavor
composed of the young people of the
Seventh street Presbyterian church
held a very interesting meeting in
the lecture room of the church Thurs-
day night. The exercises of the
evening by members of the organ-
ization were well rendered.
Harry Tandy has resigned his posi-
tion with the South Kentuckian to
accept a similar place with the Pro-
gressive Age. Harry is a young man
who has thoroughly acquainted him-
self with his profession and is com-
petent to fill any position on a paper.
We congratulate the Progressive Age
upon the acquisition.
The Clarksville boys say they don't
have to go to HopkinsvIlle or any-
where else after a wife for they have
the "sweetest girls in the world right
here at home." No charge for taffy.
—Progress. Several of the Clarks-
ville boys have very wisely arrived
at that conclusion since they
left Hopkinsville without wives.
A gentleman from Pembroke in-
formed II NEW ERA man this morn-
ing that the several stemmeries and
rehandiers of tobacco doing business
in and around Pembroke would not
handle lees than twenty-five hundred
thousand pounds of the weed this
season. A large portion of this
amount has already been purchased
an delivered.
Evansville Tribune: All the grad-
ing of the Ohio Valley railroad on this
side of the river will be completed to-
day and the plies driven. The bridge
at Eagle Lake will be 1e.0 feet long.
The road will enter the city just east
of Kentucky avenue and trains will
In all probability run into the depot
over the Air Line depot.
The receipts at the various ware-
houses, henceforth will be much
heavier in consequence of the recent
rains. The weed is now in a good
condition for handling and the far-
mers generally are anxioue to get it
before the buyers. The stemmere and
rehandlers will be afforded an oppor-
tunity to prosecute their work rapidly
end there in an iticeessed demand for
labor.
Prineetort Banner: Work has been
suspended temporarily on the 0. V.
extension south from this place to
Hopkinsville, The work was under
charge of Mr. Ross Baker, of this.
place, who only worked a small force
of hands and completed the grading
about 500 feet mouth of the N. N. & M.
V. as far as the line has been Located.
It le said that work will be resmljned
in earnest in a short while.
The local editor of the Bussellville
Herald-Enterprise is nothing if not
enterprising. On the occasion of the
recent eclipse of the moon, this
worthy gentleman having failed to
announce that the great event would
transpire, went to the houses of his
patrons and arousing them trout their
sitonbere, apologized most humbly
for his oversight and insisted that
they should come out and see the
moon in hiding.
Mary Anderson In a recent issue of
the North American Review tells
about hpw she eonvincw1 Prof. Max
Muller by 4e eeting5 that Shakes-
peare:e eeMedy ‘tWinterte Tale" was
One of his nes:test productions. The
erudite professor had denied that
there was any power or dramatic
force in the play and eheructerized it
as unworthy of its great author. Miss
Anderson venuested him to attend
her performailete he complied. He
came, saw, and was conquered.
Mary's modesty is proverbial and
eommeut would be superuflous.
The Roston symphony orchestra
club, probably the greatest musical
organization in Ameriesels now on its
way toe Memphis where It has been
engaged to play for the festival club.
Mr. Rodgers has recently had an in-
terview with the manager of this ex-
cellent orchestra and he was informed
that it could be secured for one night
In Hopkinsville if a guarantee fund
of $2.50 could be secured. With this
end in view Mr. Rodgers is soliciting
a number of the lovers of mush" of
Hopkineville to ascertain the number
of tickets that can be sold in the
event of the orchestra coming here
The prospects are exceedingly
flattering and it is earnestly hoped
that the management will feel Judi-
fled in bringing the organization to
our city.
mallo to A. 0. Bush for boots and I Bob West was arrested Tuesday by
Deputy Sheriff Lucien Cravens, upon
a warrant charging him with a viola-
tion of the prohibition law. He was
brought before Judge Winfree
Wednesday, and his trial set for
Tuesday Feb. 5th. In default of
ibond he was remanded to jail. The
The "Red Front" on Ninth street !charges against him are numerous.
presents a very attractive appear- A gentleman of this city showed us
dress. recently a number of very interesting
shoes and save money. tf
James Bradley spent Sunday night
in the lockup as a result of a drunk.
Miss Lula Hart, who has been quite
ill of typhoid fever for the past two
weeks, is improving.
ance in its new
Mims Willie Radford will board at
Bethel college till the return of her
mother from Florida.
"The exchange is an assured fact"
said a leading warehouseman to a re-
porter this moruing.
Toni Metcalfe has secured the
services of an experienced man from
Louisville for his laundry.
Light now shines in upon "The Old
Reliable," through a new window
which has been placed in the building
on 8th street.
Robt. Cook will take a position on
the C. .51 le railroad next month.
He will be located at Huntington,
West V irgi n la.
The dance at the residence of Mr:
Walter Wartield, near Casky, te-
night,t, will draw a large delega-
tion from this city.
A protracted meeting will cent-
mence at the Methodist church on
next Sunday. The services will be
conducted by some eminent revival-
ist.
Mr. O. A. West, the efficient mem-
ber of the new police force, is moving
his family from Crofton to the city
He has leased n cottage on Ninth
street.
Mrs. William Radford and daugh-
ter, Miss Mary, accompanied by Miss
Annie Trice, left Tuesday for Florida
where they will spend the winter.
Col. Clark denied the assertion that
Hon. Walter Evans and himself fixed
up Mr. Harrison's cabinet on the oc-
casion of the visit of the former gen-
tleman to this city.
Mr. John Bowling, of Clarksville,
has sold the old ice factory on Sev-
enth street to parties in Tuscumbla,
Ala., who will move the plant to
that city forthwith.
George Gary, formerly of this city,
later of Bowling Green, has accepted
a position with the Bridges McDowell
Company, of Loulsvilie, and will
represent this well known house on
the road.
The fifth lecture of the Chautau-
quaus will be delivered at the Metho-
dist church Fe?. 2nd, 1889, by Ds.
Jatnes Hedley. Rs subject, "The
Sunny Side of Lift ' will be of inter-
est to all.
Peter Wright, an ages! colored citi-
zen of this county, in chopping wood
a day or so ago had his ax glance and
strike his ankle, almost !severing his
foot. He Mutest bled to death ere
discovered, and lies in a oritical state,
There will be a darfee at the resi"
dance of Mr. Walter Wartield near
('ashy Friday night. The young peo-
ple are looking forward to the event
with much pleasure. tiuite a number
from this city will be in attendance,
A leading legal firm of this city re,
ceived a letter recently from an at-
torney of Mt, Vernon, Ind„ Inquire
ing concerning one Gabrell
who it is alleged died some time
since near here leeving a large ear
tate,
Madame and August's Neuville in
the "Boy Tramp" should be greeted
with a flue house Monday night,
The company and the drama are in
every way worthy of a good house,
The papers of the cities in which it
has been presented are loud in its
praise.
The splendid pair of horses recently
purchased by the city have arrived
and are out on dress parade,
They are fine specimens of the equine
race. They are large blood hays,
seventeen hands high and weighing
2750 pounds. They are admirably
adapted to the uses of the city and
are thoroughly broken and trained,
Messrs. Ragsdale & Rice have ad.
justed the fine machinery in their
new quarters on Virginia street and
In a few days will be ready for work
and prepared to fill the large orders
which are constantly increasing. The
interior of the building has been ar-
ranged so as to afford ample facilities
for the prosecution of the work.
The new law requiring all pharma-
cists to register with the county clerk
on January 1st of each year has not
been generally complied with. Many
of the pharmacists are either Igno-
rant of the existence of such a law or
have neglected registering. They
should meek the first opportunity of
doing so as it 'sof great Importance.
There is a laudable spirit of enter-
prise in many of the school districts
throughout the county and about ten
new school homes are either being
erected or in contemplation. These'
new buildings will he comfortable
and roomy and furnished with all of
the modern appliances. This is as it r
should be and we hope the good work.
will go on.
Mr. Walter Campbell, uf the Bank)
of Hopkinsville, is in eppliesolt for a!
position of railway mail clerk and
has forwarded hie petition to Wash-
ington with the signatures of many
of the best citizen* of Hopkinsville.
Walter is a thoroughly capable
young man and if successful will
make Uncle Sam a diligent and faith
ful servant. The NEW ERA wish
him success.
Forest Cheatham and Willie Wal-
lace, John Burnett, Tom Mallory and
Wesley Johnson, all coloredliboys,
were arrested Wednesday on war
rants sworn out by employees of the
Metcalfe Manufacturing Company4
charging them with grand larceny.
The boys it is alleged have been tak-
ing iron, tools, and other valuable ar-
ticles from the company's yards and
selling the same, appropriating the
money to their own use. Their trial
is set for to-morrow morning. In de-
fault of bond they are now awaiting
that event in the county jail.
Mr. J. B. Trahern. a prominent citi-
zen of Montgomery ettuuty,
lost his mind abput two months ago
but was finally restored. Last week
however the dangerous symptoms
returned and hie eon took hint to
Todd county thinking that the
change of scene would he beneficial.
While At Mlkten Saturday the father
escaped from the sou and has not
been heard t from, nutwithetariding
the vigilant search instituted by the
young man, Mr, Tatham has beet a
life lung resident of the county and
is highly connected, He is a man at
'
oonsiderahle means.
Speaking of Madam and Augustine
Neuville's splendid production of the
"Boy Tramp," which will be seen it
this city on Monday night. Thle
Louisville Commercial says: The
play is one of the hest of the seam)
and worthy of a better title. It Is
well constructed, the language excel-
lent, and ham' a good cast. Auguistiue
Neuville is an unusually tints emus-
than, and gives imitations almost as
clever as Nat Goodwiu. He is hand-
some, graceful, has a fine voice and
is a splendid actor. Mme. Neuville
reminds me of the great Lucile West-
ern. Both Madanie and her son were
called before the curtain at the end of
every act, and at the close of the per-
formance the audience insisted upon
'the rising of the curtain.
photographm of views among the Sa-
moan Islands taken from the United
Statc.g steamer, Narragansett. The
pictures were given Win by a cousin
who was a lieutenant In the navy.
There were several groups of natives,
girls and warriors in their coattmem.
The views of scenery among the
islands were very interceding. ,
BITS OP' NEWS
Gathered Front Over the Surrounding
Country for Our Renders.
Prom Wednesday's Dally.
HEN DE Mrio N Cot' N Y.
A telegram front New York says:—
Miss Posey, of Henderson,
Ky., visiting here, was a witness in
the police court Monday against a
a man who assaulted her Sunday
afternoon at the corner of Fifty-first
and Sixth avenue,rnaking a desperate
effort to pull her diamond ear-rings
from her ears. The young lady
fought him until assistance arrived,
though she Wait choked almost into
Insensibility. The attack was made
In broad daylight, in the presence of
'hundreds of passers-by. The prisoner
is George .MeCammon, a Philadelphia
torso-thief, who has just been released
rem Sing Sing.
Henderson News: The trial of
'James Turner, the policeman who
killed Willie Miller at Henderson
last August, has ended. The jury
after six hours' deliberation, fixed
his punishment at forty days in the
county jail and $35 fine. The ma-
jority of the people here do not think
the punishment severe enough. They
think that he either should have been
•acquitted or sent to the penitentiary.
MONTGOMERY COUNTY, TENN.
We regret to chronicle the fact that
4no. A. Holmes, the "Old Man," of
jetarksville, is confined to his bed
!with an attack of malarial fever.
It
Clarksville Chronicle: The open-
ing sales at the tobacco exchange this
morning, was about the same as last
week, but most of the tobacco was
very inferior, and of course brought
low prices.
Clarksville Chronicle: News has
teen received here that on last
'Wednesday the boiler in the saw-mill
o Wade Tucker, living in the eastern
'part of Stewart county, exploded,
killing Tucker's boy, who was the
engineer, and blowing a small boy
about fifty yards, injuringefihn
DAVI Kati COrNTY.
;Oa Queen, a well-known and hard
working colored woman of ()went.-
boro, has disappeared, It is believed
that she suicided by drowning iu the
Oldo river, She wes not all tight
mentally.
Messrs. K. II. and A. J. Tucker, of
McLean county, and Misses Ettle
Reynolds and Clement's Grau, pf
Daviess county, eloped to Rockport,
Ind., Monday and were married.
Obdurate parents the cause.
l(* lt141711%The caaeore, Mount, of
Paducah, charged with the killing ef
Chao, Burns, has been oontinued to
the next term of the court,
While attempting to smother the
flames which were consuming her
child's clothing and threatening his
life Monday afternoon, Mrs, May
Rieke, of Peducele was herself se"
verely burned, The child eittapod
injury,
Miss Geneva F, Broadfoot, of Pa-
ducah, died Monday. She was well
known and highly respected.
Thursday's Daily.
BNIOBBOON CM' NTV.
Henderson eounty wants the dead
body of the man who was killed in
the Spottsville bridge accident, and
$100 has been oftbred for it.
WARREN pouvry,
Squire John H. Martin, living near
Hadley, while sitting in front of a
fire Tuesday, had a tit of apoplexy,
He fell forward in the flames and
was so severely burned that he 'dial.
A dozen divorce suits are on the
docket of the February term of the
Warren county circuit court.
WEBSTER COUNTY.
The Henderson Gleaner telle of a
dreadful disease somewhat similar
to spinal meningitis, which is raging
in a portion of Webster county. Fif-
teen or twenty deaths have resulted
within the past ten days and 'there
!seems to be no relief. The disease so
far has battled the skill of the 'thy-
efeianto anti as it natural result the
people are greatly alarmed. People
from that county speak alarmingly
of the strange and rapid work of the
malady.
fet el sass u saw,
Thomas ,I, Childress, one of the
oldest citizens of Pavieee county,
died Tuesday,
Inquirer; Reb I.dttell, formitily of
Owensboro, is mid to him struck it
rich down in New Mexico. While
out with a companion prospecting,
they found and brOught back some
splendid specimens of pure gold, and
reported more of the same eon where
it came from. The find was made at
a point about twenty miles front
White Oaks.
An unknown crazy woman was
found in the fields near Owensboro,
Tuesday, in a half-frozen condition.
She could give no account of herself
and it was not learned who she was.
A ut hsch Notes.
ANTIoCH, Ky., Jan. 23. —Mir.' Sue
Wilkins, of your city, spent laid week
with her sister, Mrs. C. T. Yancey, of
this vicinity.
Mr. D. R. Toiler, of Concord neigh-
borhood, spent Saturday night with
friends.
Mr. Lewis R. Vanueyle base fell
down with. him the other night and
came very near breaking his right
leg.
Mr. Fountain Iterrew gave to, the
young people of this equnnuelty re-
cently 0 social party. The young la-
dies in attendance were Misses Norm
Petty, of Fergueonville, Mary Yan"
cey, Ora Barrow, Tiunie sind Linale
Debow. The young men were Messrs,
Wesley Littlefield, Daniel Toiler,
R, R. Buckley, James Wilkins, Rich-
ard Yancey Willie Ralston, Valter
Yance; and 14, E. Yancey, Several
hours were spent very plea/emit y ,
Mr, Jas. Wilkins I. going to run
Esq. Alex Wilkins' form this year.
Mr, Z. T. Willows has sold his to-
baeoo to Mr. Calhoon, of Hopkins-
vine, receiving for it $4 per round.
Mr. Editor, what is good fOr young
mustache and burnsides?
Several weddings are expoetod In
this eeetion in the pear future,
Bums Striori,
Reek lea's Armies Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tetter. Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, Corns and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively curet; Piles,or no
pay required. It is guarranteed to
give perfect satisfaction, or money
refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
t or sale by Harry B. Garner.
The Sick.. ,
We are !deemed to learn that Mr. '
Posey Glass is improving and it is
hoped that lie will soon recover from
his paralytic stroke.
Mr. W. V. Owen, of the Church
Hill neighborhood, has been sick for
some time, is much better, and was






give satiefaction in every
money will be refunded. See
antee on bottle
ties, $1. Six for
She scolds and frets,
She's full of pets.
She's rarely kind and tender;
The thorn of life
Is a fretul wife—
I wonder what will mend her?
Try Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescrip-
tion. Ten to one, your wife is cross
and fretful because she is sick and
suffering, and cannot control her ner-
vousness when things go wrong.
Make a healthy wontan of her and the














Saturday, Feb. 2totat Bassett & Coas.
—
W..„Y WILL YOU NOT
take advantage of our great Wooing
out cloak sale. We have sold over
100 wraps within the last 4 days and
still we have about 80 or 90 wraps left
and as we first said we wish to sell
every wrap this season, no matter
what the loss may be anti to this end
we have laid all our wraps left on 4
piles and ticketed them as follows:
I stack of ickets, 3 styles, at $2.00.
1 stack of Jackets, 3 styles, at $2.90.
1 Week of jackets, 3 styles, at 3.00.
stack of Modjeska wraps at $4.90.
1 stack of Madjesks wraps, 2 styles,
$6.00. I will not go into long detail
as to retail prices and SO on, but will
simply say come rand look them over
and see for yourself; if they are not
extraordinary bargains then do not
buy them, we never insist or try to
persuade. Remeinber the place.
N. B. SHYER, Cut Prim House.
on't
forget the anti come with all your
friends "Farmer's Day," Fel% 2.
BASSETT & CO.
bOOTA.
We will close out oqr entire stock
of Heavy Boots at cost.
GILLILAND & KENNEDY.
Nobby Neck $.17.4ar.
A large line and very cheap, at
& Kennedy's.
Wonders
At Bassett & Co'son "Farmers Day."
See announcement on 1st page.
. JEANS.
We will sell you Jeans cheaper
than any home in Hopkinsville.
(41.1.11.a81) & K ENN
Fine Perfumery and Toilet
Articles at Wyly & Burnett's.
No Matter
What you want for the sewing Ina-
olline, t', 14. West & Co., the Mactine






Now is your chance for bar-
gains in everything at
P,ye. Dicken &, Wall.
Wyly & Burnett have a
)mplete stock in fresh drugs.
Mr. It. A. Glass, of Louisville, now
has charge of the Hopkinsville Steam
Laundry, and with 17 years experi-
ence we can assure our patrons gad
work.
DOWN
Is the v ord at J. H. Anderson &Co'is.
They will not and cannot be under-
sold by any 'mime. See the special
bargains they offer in their "ad" on
this page. Go early and get first
choice.
The best ,brands of Cigars
and Chewinir, and Smoking
Tobacco at Wyly & Burnett's.
SHOES,
Try our $2 2.54" Ladles' Warranted
Shoes, titeeti.aern & KENNEDY.
Wait, Doll Get Married
Until you have bought one of those
bed room suites .from C. R. Clark &











All the best standard Pat-
ent Medicines at Wyly &
Burnett's.
A GREAT SUCCESS.
Our Remnant Sale was more than
we could ask. We hustled remnants
In a rush I assure you. Still, owing
to the humenme quantity we had we
still have sonic on hand-, and at we
have use for that kind of stock in our
business We have decided to leave the
counter stand as it is for a few days
longer and elm* out the tuatire lot -
So tamoe aleng. There are lots of
cheap pieveme tube had. We will al-
so, od Friday next, haves large white
goods and trimming sale for one day.
Also, a remnant counter of Hamburg
laces, edgings and all other trim-
Meags op hand. Remember the date,
Friday, Jan. '45th, 1889.




3 Cans for 25c.
\I
C McKee & Co.,
"THE oRocEits."
Administrator's Sale
As administrator of Jerry (/1111,141 ileeenffiCd.
1 will on riaturday, February 2nd, Crier, on the
faros "(said Graves, deceased, tine mile north
oi Crofton, sell to 'the highest bidder, his en-
tire crop of tobacco, eomilittinx of about' It)
acres. The sale will be made on a credit (.4
sis 111.'111114 W1t14 gpproved security,
W161. D. L. Won:4140N, Administrator.
borhood, though in his Kith year, for
a long time an Invalid anti entirely
blind, is as well as he has been for
several years and is able to sit up. His stock is complete in
every respect. Gentlemen in
want of fine clothing will
find it to their interest to call
and examine his stock before
purchasing elsewhere. "My
Motto," perfect fits, tine wool-




F. T. Gorman has removed
to Main street over Kelly's
jewelry store, where he has






Remember the place, over Kelly's
Jewelry Store.
Tirca.e Table
Liiihnrille, Mt. 1.41 1.1 11411 t VII* It.
WID11,11(11•14D.



















The firm of Callis & Co., is
this day dissolved by the with-
drawal of T. J. Morrow from
said firm, The business will
in the future be conducted by
E. G. Callis and II. D. Wal-
lace under the firm name of
Callis & Wallace. The old
business of Callis & Co., will
be settled either by E.G. Cal-
lis or T. J. Morrow. Office





The firm of Callis &
having been dissolved by
mutual consent, all persons
indebted to said firm are
hereby requested to come
forward and make prompt
settlement of their indebted-
..%r I '2.1 e







B ri Fug & •:(; 11e !able
Month 'Alain Mr., llopkinsivIlle, Ky.,
7. 14C. E'rctiz'r.
Buggies. Ilackm, D ng rivi and Saddle Horsies
always reedy. !formes and Mules bought anti
wild. A etammodious stock pen attached.
Teams and drivers furnished to commercial
travelers and (ahem at any I I me Provender





Dr. T. W. FORSHEE,
The retaiwtioil Sposiallet mini - of the
Coffea Medical Institute,
533 Fifth Avenue, toutsvine. Ky., will visit
Hopkineville at the Phrenix Hotel,
stATeitletY, teemerAitY 9, hale.
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., one day onlY, and re-
turn every Four weeks.
Whets in this ells on the IMtt of remember,
im1171lierY1 P4aWtisen't40.11C4i
r4aid
nTuliniteteh. nsilie ionbee rwteiret
dait,cr.iivatIon,doheenotwfanit txt,rirgteo.:psnultinhitthue. late war
and has devoted his life to the study of die-
t-woes of women and the rectum and deformi-
ties. Ile comes prepared to perform any
operation and will give 41,00 for a twee lie
falls to cure.
Treats all Cureble. Medical anti Sueiresi
Diseases. Cores rupture in tu tow days with-
out knife or truss (luarantette a cure.
Si'VTE AND CHRONIC
'CATARRH!
')iawses of the Eye, Ear, Nom., Throat and
Lungs, I ryspepsitt„ Bright's I ileetise. Dialarite.
K biney'n, Liver, Bladder, Ch runt(' and reunite
and Sexual Ineetuws. '
EPILEPSY OR PITS ARE CURED!
4 W41111 411.7A1CANT'ES.
All Young and Middle Aged Men,
Suffering from Spermatorrhow and impo-
tency, as the lentil, relf-abuse In youth, or
excess in 'natured years, and other eallUK41,
producing some of the following effects, as
endiettone, blotches, debility, nervousnesa,
dizzitiose, confusion of ideas, aversion to so-
ciety. defective memory and 'sexual exhaust-
ion, which unlit the victim for business; or
marriage, are permanently eured by remedies
itot
BD mil) AND SKIN DIBF.ASKS.
Syphilis, and contplicut1011S. 44 wire throat,
tailing 14 hair, lain In the borne., eruptions,
etc., etc., are perfectly eradicated without us-
ing mereory mpr of her Injurious drugs.
ilONDRItHEA, Wert, Stricture, and all
Urinary and Kidney tartiblex Sr.' epeedlly
mired by t rent meld IMO 1111• (WNW failed. Ile
undertakers no incurable eases, but cures
thousands given tip to die.
littoileiiiher the date. nod (41111.1 early, sia his
room* arc always crowded wbotiever the stops.
Coneultat ion free. Correspondence nolleittel.
T. W. I'smttMJl EE. M.






As will be seen by the above notice,
we, E. G. Canis and IL D. Wallace,
have formed a partnership RH Callis
& Wallace, to do a general real estate,
insurance and collecting business.
We have had 10 years experience in
the business and a line of companies
that cannot be surpassed by prompt
settlement. For want of more room
we have moved our office to the two
rooms lately occupied by the post-of-
fice,.where we will be glad to see all
of our old friends and as many new
ones as prompt attention in all mat-
ters entrusted:to us will bring.
We write all classes of fire and tor-
nado insurance and prompt settle-
ments in case of toms. Real estate
bought and sold on commission.
Loans negotiated, houses rented and
rents collected; property listed with




Or the Liquor Habit, Positively Cured
ST XIIIIIIIIISTERINO ell MAIM' Mills SPECIFIC.
It cAn be Venn in a cue of case or tell. Of Its Sr.
facies of food, wititout the knowledge of the pem -
.0n taking It; It 14 absolutely hanulese and will
effect a permanent and speedy cure, whether
the patient is a moderate drinker or an aleolamlic
%leek. IT NEVER FAILS. We GUARANTEF
acenglet,e,dr,lirre tnineveoiztilyntce. ts page wok
SPECIFIC CO.,r  t 85 ftsce.K. CInclattatti
GALT HOUSE,
LOUISVILLE. KY.
te Firmest and Largest Hotel la Use City.
Kate• 1111.50 le $41.00 Per Day,
aecordinic to Location.
Turkish am) Russian Baths in Hotel
Stray Notice.
talK4,111 lip a :.stra) by A. C. Biddle, living
0.n *IlUth VIIV111111 street, Imi the city of Hop-
It Ins'.' ow lily, on the 5th Inst.,
one light red 'settler, aired about eighteen
month*. Nlaritts1 with shallow fork In the
left eat, hut t,avinmg Ito othe-r marks or branch.,
and whieh I have appraised at the N Slut 
eighteen dollars.
Witness my hand this the nth day of pan,




201 Vise Street, CINCINNATI, 0.




The law firm of 'ti & relent! lose
lawn diasolved by eotteent of parties. The
Felands will ereupy rooms over etetree &
Downer's and Henry .1. Stites will occupy
the offices comedy oreepiet I.-eland St item
& Pelmet. JOHN FELANIt.
H. J. STITF:ef.
JOHN FELAND, J It
Caldwell & Randle,
DKAI.ERS IN
Sims, Tinian, Glassware Cilia Goods
Roofing,GuitoringandOttsitieWork.







Field seeds of all kinds, such as Clover, Blue
Grass, Timothy, Orchard Grass, Northern Oats,
Red Top, Rye, Stock Peas, etc.
Implements
Corn Planters and Check Rowers,Corn Drills,
Horner Wheelbarrow seeders, Cahoon seeders,
Wallace Broad Cast Hand seeders, Disc har-
rows,Iron Duke harrows, wood frame harrows,
Sterling harrows.
152-d0"S.7.7-S.
11'e have lit stock two carloads of steel, cast and eitilled plows. Special
attentiou is invited to tlic Avery,Heliman, South Bend anti Blount "True
Blue" plows. Three art without question the leading plows on Oiia,. market
and we give full guarantee on every plow. We keep a full line of repairs
of all sorts for these plows.
M9=IBT21.-i==1=BS.
We NC III 4."111i11111. 101111114111 the celebrated brands of "Homestead" and Thompson & Ed-
ward." Fertilizers for corn, wheat and tobitee.m.
MEamaiwielNT=SS.
We hay... a Om i rind eomplete Ilmosfwairon harness, plow gear, buggy barites. collar,
Immo., traces. n-t hack hap rnts.., whips, etc.. et 
prices II) suit the Ippon,
3Z3...1S2:3=1:sD =Ile=
Just sled veil twocarlinuis of the eelebrat et I •S lb low 
it It.
the test lii the Coned Stain,. This it.111e wily wire in t% ammtked by Use 
potent







-BULL DOG MAKE," FOR
75e 1.00& 21,, 5•
We have bought from the Bull Dog Jeans Pants
makers 50 dozen damaged jeans pants, their accumula-
tion of iniscuts, misstiched, soiled or snagged or anything
else that would keep them from being sold as perfect in
every respect. The wear of the goods is not affected in
the least, only the looks, and as jeans pants are not worn
for dress but exclusively for service, they are just as good
as though they were perfect. This is a rare chance to get
a good work pant for a little of nothing. These goods are
worth $1.50 to $2.28, including every quality from the
heavy wool to the finest Mississippi cassimere jeans and
be graded according to soil. Those worst soiled go for
only 50e, next 75c, next $1.00. and next $1.25 and
not a pair is worth less than $1.75 in perfect goods.
The make up of them is just as strong and they are
in every way as durable as any of the Bull Dog make,
you can see these goods in our show window and that
all may have an equal chance at them, we will begin
the sale on Monday, the 28th day of January:




As we must reduce our stock in order to make room
for our spring goods we are offering Sweep Bargains to
the citizens of Hopkinsville and surrounding country.
With us everything goes, and the people answer back
lia,t's Right." We have a
Ffill and Wjuter Stock
Of goods at prices that are startling, and you will never
fail to find bargains in our elegant stock of
Dry Goods, Notions, Clothing, Hats, Caps,
Boots, Shoes, Cloaks, &c.
Loose no time in seeing us for me are on hand tc: give you
a good business talk. Our motto is, "Good Quality,
Honest Prices, Sell them Cheap and sell a Heap,
and keep Eternally at it." Work all day
and far into the night, keeps us ahead
of all our competitors.
When in the city call and examine good,: and prices
whether you wish to purchase or not.
Remember the place.
Ike Lipstine,
Corner Main and Ninth, liopkinsville, Ky.
T. C. HANBERY. M. P. SHR4ER.
eople's Warehollse,
HANBERY & SHRYER, Prop's.,
HOPKINSVILLE • C KY,
Railroad. Street, Mot. Teat.b. axs.d.
Careful attention given to sampling and selling all tobacco consigned-
us. Liberal advances on tobacco in store. Good quarters /or teams an
teamsters. All tobacco insured unless otherwise instructed.
1.411• 4G-11 6.11[3101-1
MITTMI..AM Et!
Large Stock. Well Assorted. Prices Low. Work a Specialty.
























Seeltiag homes ea the
line of tni sad wUl
e•-• es *veinal hew rates.
•••• Aged* si ibis Cesspii•I for re..., routes.
• 4, We:to C. P. Af113dE, 4, P, T A.
TIME TABLE
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The First Anuual Dinner of tin. Louis-
ville Commercial Club a
Grand Success.
Governor Buckner and the United
States Senat..rship-Eis-Gov. Knott
Not A riugiariot but A Real
special correspondence of the New Era.
LoosvILLE, Kv., Jau 18, 1889.-
Every year the line that eepar-
ated the knowledge of each oth-
er between men and women grows
liner and  re inappreciable. If
there remains anything now that the
average young man does not know of
the m,yeteries of the other sex it is be-
cause he is a very (lull young man
who has not had his eyes about him
or is deficient in the quality of ear.
In the big dry goods stores young la-
dy clerks are installed even in the
departnients where all the things
that men wear are sold, and it is
enough to give a modest man shud-
ders of keen agony to walk up to the
counter and be compelled to ask a
fleeh and blood youug woman to show
hlm articles of male attire and dis-
cuss the sizes of things that he would
not for worlds speak of in ordinary
conversation with his sister and men-
tions with a pang even to his wife.
The lady clerks at the gentlemen's
counter are all, by the accident of
eircumstancee or through the deliber-
ation of cold intent, snugly pretty
anti have a self-protective air about
them. The undismayed and far-
away manner in which they calmly
look into a man's eye and innocently
ask him questions bearing
upon details of his clothing-articles
which he feels a woman ought not by
rights to knew about, except theo-
retically-is calculated to make the
ordinary male customer grow pale
and stover. On the other hand you
will flnd tbe nicest and most know-
ing of male clerks entrenched behind
olleis and piles of feminine mysteries
!n clothing and receiving confessions
of details from fair shoppers every
day that even a husband might not
know after years of conduct that
would invite eonfidence. When you
thiuk of the thousands of young men
and women who are employed in these
stores and how much they get to
know of the inner feels of the dress
mystery, you can imagine the whole
population walking around with no
more concealment frson each other
than the glass houses in which many
people are conceded to live. It seems
a little ridiculous for the young sales-
women to be compelled to purchase
their peculiar Underpinning from
male clerks in ths same store, and
then, in turn, sell to the Male elerks
the articles so indispensible to mas-
culine comfort. Human nature would
suggesit that it were better to swap
these places, but the persistence with
which the present system is main-
tained leads to the suspialois that the
proprietors have SO ordered it for the
very piquancy that le involved. And
in this there is a reflectiou of the
spirit of the modern stage Which
seeks to dare every limit that woman
can be made to reach in expoeing her-
self to the public. It is for this rea-
son that tile prima-donna is always
i•ast for the male role in comic-opera.
It is only iu one direction that cur-
rent civilization to the shield-
ing of the sexes from each other, and
that is in medicine and surgery. Tio•
number of female physicians who
treat their own sex successfully is
constantly increasing.
The IA hole drift of things Setual
anti pictorial noa -a-day,4 is tott arils
the destruction of that nice spirit of
mystery aboved described. Ver-
seems to have ruu away ‘A it h
the rhOdeat instincts of the raee. Ad-
vertising pictures get "nuder," so to
speak, every year, and the actress
who will not pose in a manner to in-
dicate more or less bewitching wick-
edness or naughty demurenedd stands
little show for the circulation of her
photographs.
Lillian Lewis, who is a very bad
actress but a very pretty woman,
said once in discussing her own de-
eollete pictures.
"I keep up with the most advanced
progress of photography, and when it
takes an inch or two more off the
shouldeis of my gown I'll be a suc-
cessful artiste."
The pictures which are now dis-
played in show windows, on dead
walls, in offices, and even in private
parlors, would have mails the repu-
tation of a risque Balloon twenty
years ago. After awhile the sweet
and sacred mystery of woman's
make-up will be so familiar that, aa
it had always been of the lady in say-
age'society under the equator, there
will be nothing left to speculate upon
except whether her lungs are soun
And even when that day comes so
advanced Burgeon like Dr. P
will be out with a cheap ket
.r
stethoscope within reach of thortnost
economical purse.
The first dinner of the Commercial
club was a fine success. More than
two hundred of the most active young
business men in Louisville sat down
to the board and were congratulated
by good speakers upon the prosperity
of the organization and the great val-
ue of its work. The faet that the
club had originated a new and better
public sentiment anti was stimulating
increased businese activity was dis-
tinctly confessed by all the speakers,
who were Gov. Buckner, Mr. %Vatter-
son and Mayor Jacob, none of whom
were members of the organization.
There were preeent the repreeenta-
tives of the other Commercial clubs
and boards of trade in the state that
have joined the Commercial league.
Among them was President E. B.
Bassett of the Hopkineville club.
The dinner was a handeome one and
well served, with wines. It was no-
table that while there was abundance
of good humor if was a decorous affair
and not an indication of inebriety
was to be detected. This, in itself,
shows an advance A good many
readers can recall the time when no
dinner of this Nort could be given
without having it degenerate into a
-high old time," The elub intende
next year to preeent some distin-
guished speaker from abroad and
give him a subject that will interest
and edify the whole country. Thst
was the cause of the invitation to
Murat Halstead this year, but his in-
ability to come interfered with the
Mixed. sueeess of the idea. The members
• . 2,40 P. 111 • Ce° •• al• of the club who inspire its policy are. p. at. 11110 a. m.
410 p. in. 1:15 p. determined to dMmies all polities and
110.00 a. m.
,4.40 p prejudices and immense themselves
.• lie° se In. in the joys of a liberal education, re-or SO p
gardless of the source from which the
knowledge comer, The Commercialter a. ni.
13.0" a. ce, league held a Lueetiug the day after
1 ,). the dinner and took stepe to opgantse
Leaves Remelt villa 11. m• a- a practical plan for encouraging the...saves Central City II PS a. m 1.59 p.
Arrives at °women's...ACM a. 01.4.41 p. m, formation of clubs and Immigration
T HARAHAN, Oita. sewer. eieties all nver thestate. it is proleX. S. WANT sure.
oweassore. ay hie that an immigration conventhin
f importance will be called aad in
hat,event the eounties that perceive
he importance of immigration to in-
their wealth will have a chance
organise for assuring more popula-
tion.
Governor Buckner's presence at
he dinner of the tobacco club at the
Galt Hoes* was the occasion of po-
Amy** at Adialrelilit 
WORTH BOO ND.
Leaves.Adairvelle 




Intense and beatmtiel the
a luxuriant r-crerth.
Never Fa.ls ta Dcatlee Orgy
Han. tv its Y3stftt .1 I COICt.
• 4,1 li.or baling
'.1 ,,,nt I W•tiert•S‘
%WEAK MDHEYS
-11P BACKACHE
*WEAN AND P.4.1•41ML KIDNILVit, &CHINO
*Mee, Back and Cheat, Rheu-
matic, %clat le, Sharp, and Mt • oiler
Pains RAMIS SD olille IIINUTA by
Ithr.tCuticura anti-Pain Masted:::
only instantaneous pain.killing strengthen-
ing plaster. id eta; 5 for 11. At druggist", or
of POrrEll •N CHILDICALCO.,Buetorl.
pi V Ptrupleis, tllack head" chat-ypfxs
soy 414ln to
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A Betentide and Staadard Popular Soden 
Trustiness
Ube Zemmol Y oink, Premature Decline, 
N. rvote
and ocal Debility , 'impurities of the II:oott.
EXHAUSTEDVITALITY
UNTOLD MISERIES
Residtang trees Polly, Vlee,Igoorance. Et 
.v..11 or
Overheated... Heenan ag and unfitting 
the tietim
kw Wait, Bashares. die Married or Soci
al Relation_
Avoid simMlfel preteedere. NOW= c
hi* great
work. ft eoesains kin page", royal Wo. 
Beaunfut
biota& "ashore& toll gdt. Price, only 
$1..0 b)
wail. post-paid. egmeaded in plain 
wrapper. 111,a
tredve Prospects" Free. if VCKI apply 
now. Th,
diatingniabed author, Wm. 11 Parker. M. 
D.. re-
ceived the COLD AND JEWELLED 
MEDAL
from the National Medical 
Association.
toe the PRIZE ESSAY on 
NERVOUS and
PHYSICAL DEIHL I Y. Dr. Parker and &corp.'
.Xmitstant Morales:is may be coneelted. 
gond.
deratally, by mail or in person, at the 
sake of
THE egAnorof MEDICAL iN.TITUTE,
Ne.it, Rola Nei St.„ Roston. M axe.. .
0 hom all









matism, Sallow Skin and Piles.
Threw te me better remedy for theme
4,41.11141011064 diaeaseis them Tatt'• Liver
a trial will prove. Pelee, 2Se.
Sold Everywhere.
PATENTS
Caress, sad Trade-Mariis obtained. and el Pats
eat basher conducted for se o cccccc Firs.
Owe Orrice is osieesert ti . S. P OrrICE
a,1 ee can 1Weare patent in leer time than Wore
remote from Washington.
seod modsi. drawing or photo., with descrip-
tion. e advise, if patentahie or not. free of
Charge. Our fee DOt due till patent is secured.
A Pius P141.1rT, " How to Obtain Patente." with
nausea of actual clients in your State, County, or
tow*, rent free. Address,
C.A.SNOW & CO.
We. PIM.? OrrICIC. 111111•41141111114111. 0. IL
tS*C‘ .3 CURE FOR
Pilb0.111 Cure for Con-
sumption is also the beet
Cough Medicine.
If you have a Cough
without disease of the
Lungs, a few doses are all
you need. But if you ne-
glect this easy means of
safety, the alight Cough
may become a serious
matter, and several bot-


















 The BUYERS' GUIDE is
issued /Larch and Sept..
each year. It is an ency•
clopedia of useful infor.
motion for all who pur.
chase the luxuries or the
necessities of life. We
e_sn sloth. you and furnish you with
al. 1 asi necessary and unnecesaary
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep.
eit, flak, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles And quantities. Just figure out
what is required te do all these things
COMFORTABLY. and you can make a lair
-...stimste of the value of tis.3 131:YEHS'
GUIDE, which will be sent upon
receipt of 10 cents to pay postage,
MONTGOMERY WARD a CO.





' Wilber Chaege sad rid Speed Unrinled
!ItORTEST AND QUICKEST ROUTE





Tl.-t fill term w II Opell .X11:1.1114 :7,14E, with
• full Omni fy. *portal rare to pupils desiring
to enter the chases In Elocution, Music. Art,
Wodern Languages. Call at College or
.dilreas I. W. Ryer.
HepistnavIlie Ey
Meal incident of some interest. In
moving his election as a life honor-
ary member of the club it was said
that as governor, as a private .eiti-
zen or as next United States eenator
from Kentucky his niembership_
would reflect honor upon-the tobseed
club. As the speaker began his
enumeration it was instinctively felt
that the intimation as to the senator-
ship would be forgotten, and so when
the critical point was reached a
number of voices shouted "or as next
United States senator." Meanwhile,
it is said, the governor sat in his
place and gave no sign. This is the
first time that the place in the senate
haa been offered to him in public. I
am told by some of his most intimate
friends that he has never yet said
whether he would • be a candidate for
the place, and, lu fact, has never
mentioned the subject. He is strong
with the people but the polieicians
are not over fond of some of his vig-
orous exeeutive actions and in a
senatorial race the politicians have
more to do with the result than the
people. The politicians in this part
of the state regard Senator Blaek-
burn as his own sure successor.
There is a curious story to the effect
that Blackburn has lost his populari-
ty in his own county. And the rea-
son is said to lie in the fact that when
his daughter was married at Ver-
salllee a year or more ago he sent in-
vitations to a large number of dis-
tinguished politicians all over the
country and then failed to invite the
people of Versailles. You do not
know what a tremendous row a
thoughtless act like this can rider in
a bluegrasa village where precedence
and the accidents of birth and con-
nection play great parts in the or-
ganization of society. A Woodford
county man said the other day that
the slight of his home people had
made Senator Blackburn so unpopu-
lar that he could not be elected con-
stable in his district. This is Proba-
bly exaggeration of a strong type, but
it would handicap the senator very
much if his county should hesitate
about electing a representative
pledged to his support or *end up a
man pledged to oppose him. If Gov-
ernor Buckner and Blackburn should
get into cloee quarters it would be
Congressman McCreary:* oppqrtuni-
ty. He is the most skilled politician
in the state and destiny marks him
for the senate some time or other, and
that time will °tints whenever his sa-
gacious eye tells him to run up his
banner.
•510
• Some of these unhappy creatures
"hose time is occupied with suspi-
ons of other people's mental and
..errel integrity are attempting to
show that an address which ex-Gov.
Proctor Knott made to the cononer-
cial travelers here in 1887 NV as bold
plagiarism of se addrerse delivered on
a similar occasion by Judge Sterling
B. Toney in 1885. The newspaPer or-
gan of the commercial travelers pub-
lishes the insinuation and reprints
Judge Toney's speech under the pre-
teat* of thee affording comparison.
After a perusal of both j find they are
as much alike as a camel ited a cor-
nucopia. They are both capital speci-
mens of humor, Judge Toney.* rath-
er luxurious f18 to language and el/w-
ale ee to citation, Uov. Knotee brim-
ming with plein and pungent selec-
tions. There Is a perry named Pat
Donsn wno bears up and dosria over
the ivountry *4 extraordinary quanti-
ty of cheek and a beeeth that seems
to have progreoved from fkbility to
decay, who made the claim that he
had written the Duluth speech. If he
did it was an instance of one inspira-
tion of gpaHIS having exhausted all
of a man's Intelleineal facilities at
one (troop, for he neva? before or
since did anything like it. Then it
was SSW that the Duluth speech was
a compound felony made up of one
part Ben. Hardin's fetrume
against the removal of tlw court-
house from Eliraheihtown to Hard-
insburg, and two parts old John B.
Thompson's speech in the United
States senate on the state of the Un-
ion during secession times. Yielding
to a weak impulse to know whether
Gov. Knott was that sort of a hair-
pin looked thieve speeches up and
ezaininell all that remained of _them
carefully, He took just one idea
from Ben. Hardin and that was that
Duluth must be the (renter of the
earth because the sky came down at
exactly the same distance all around
it, anl he took nothing from Senator
Thompson's speech because Senator
Thompeon never made a speech.
Gov. Kuott is incomparably the
keenest wit and the pureet humorist
in the United States. He is a scholar,
a student and a man of the richest
discrimination LI the whole range of
comicality between parody arid sa-
tire. His letters to old Uncle : Milt.
Durham, touching the latter'i ani-
bition to reform Kentucky, contained
intense) evidence as to the author-
ship of ties Duluth speech and any-
thing else he We uttered which is
sufficient te satisfy itsaybpdy on that
question, saving the natural born
fool and the men with a gnawing sus-
picion that what he owes cannot pos-
sibly be true.
.*.
Oov. Kaott has refused handsome
offers to take the lecture platform.
He does not like his reputation as a
humorists, and prefers to write se-
rious poetry-which he does very
well-and practice law, in which he
has achieved considerable success
financially. PICA Dog.
4
There were all the evidence* of a
coming storm; but when he drew
from his pocket a bottle of Dr. Bull's
Cough Syrup then came a ealin, for
the baby had the croup anti would
now get well.
Little Willie screams and storms
with a burn upon his arm. 'F0 little
Willie joy is sent, by using Salvation
011, the great liniment.
Tobaeou Men illitArred.
A circular, signed by thirteen of
the largest tobacco manufacturers in
the country, yesterday morning ad-
dressed to the Louisville tobacco
dealers' association an ultimatum,
with the request that it be answered
by noon. If rejected they proposed
to withdraw from the market entire-
ly. Their demands In substance are
that there be one uniform inspection
for all warehouses; that the date of
sampling and name of shipper be
placed on the tags of samples; that
earehousemen be responsible in case
the tobacco is not so good as the *am-
pie, and that there be no biddifig by
warehousemen or their employes.
The warehousemen replied at 10
o'clock that they would oot agree to
these terms. The representatives of
Liggett & Myer. of St. Louis, and
Lorillard, of New York, and a few
others were not at the auctions yes-
terday. It is ssid that these great
manufacturers wish by their combi-
nations to control that and other
markets in the country.
Epeek.
The transition from long, linger-
ingand .painful sickness to robust
health makes an epoch in the life of
the iudividoat. Such a remarkable
event is treasured la the memory and
the agency wherety the health
has been &Relined is graterg-dblessed.
Hence it Ls that so much is heard in
praise of Electric Bitters. So many
feel they owe their restoration to
health to the use of the great alterna-
tive and tonic. If you are troubled
with any dirtease of Kidney, Liver or
Stomach, of long or short standing
you will surely find relief by the use
of Electric Bitters. Sold at 50 centa
and $1 per bottte at H. B. Garner's
City Pharmacy.
BITS OF NEWS
Gathered From Over the Surroundisg
Country Dm Our Readers.
From hist 'Saturday's Daily.
CALDWELL COUNTY.
Prineetete Banner: Alex thaws, a
young man liviug in Lyon county,
was killed near Dycusburg last Fri-
day by George Lear, a young man
living in Crittendon county. The
coroner's verdict justified Lear and
acquitted him of any blame. Glase
had ruined one of Lear's sisters and
at the time he was killed was trying
to kill young Lear.
HENDERSON COUNTY.
Gleaner: The first train passed
over the bridge at Spottasville Thurre
day morning. Trains will eommence
running regularly Sunday or Monday
of next week .... The marriage of
Minnie Haak to Mr. Peter Webber
took place Wednesday evening at the
residence of the bride's mother on
Upper Elm etreet at h o'clock, Rev 
Angus McDonald, of the Second
Presbyterian church, officiating 
The election in the Hurricane pre-
cinct of Crittenden county Wednew
day last, to vote $10,000 to the Prince-
ton, Marion & Ohio River railroad,
was tinily contested and carried by a
majority of but three.
Davi ES8 COUNTY.
Owensboro Inquirer: Tobacco be-
gan pouring in from every direction
to-day and- both the factories and
auction houses had pleily to do ...
Mr. J. H. Wickert, of Clarkeville,
in the city-fdr the purporte of opening
a merchant tailoring establishment.
 The long agitation of the ques-
tion of a work house for Owensboro
will probably reach some definite re-
sult next Monday night, when Coun-
cilmen Decker and Vargason will
make a report on the subject to the
council Miss Emma Likens and
Mr. Orbin Spencer, of Curdsville,
took the packet at this place last night
for Rockport, where they were mar-
ried, escaping the - vigilance of the
young lady /sanwilling father.
Elkton Pr7gpresp ul$1417eY. Il• Bow-
ling was on Thureddy evening mar-
ried to Misr Ruth Higbee, at Guthrie,
Rev. Mr. Reemes, of the Methodist
church, officiating . Norma, the
Ilitle thirteen-year-old daughter of
Mr. J. W. Riley, died at her father's
residence at four o'clock last Satur-
day, of heart disease  Quite a sad
anti fatal accident happened at Daye-
ville lard week, which resulted in the
death of Miss Becky Cole. This lady
had climbed up intO tne itift of a sta-
ble for some eggs aud while attempt-
ing to get down, she fell to the floor,
dislocating her collar bone and break-
ing several ribs. It is thought that
ehe was also internally injure'd, for
she survived tfie fall only three days.
MONTGOMERY COUNTY, TENN.
caTilOedblietacolipLeiaabfi;;gJ, uroe. n3171,croN‘y, e d
day by the death of his sister, Misr(
Alice Moore, who peattefully paesed
away Wednesday morning, after a
lingering illness of consumption  
W. W. Radford, of Ilowell, Ky., and
Miss Nannie Alien, of this county, a
well-known aud popular couple, were
married at the home of the bride'e
sister, Mile Hanson, at Nashville,
Tuesday, Jan. 15. The ceremony was
said by Dr. C. H. Strickland A
little child of William Williams, of
tlw Southside neighborhood, was
burned to death several days ago 
A Kikpatrick antl Miss Nora New-
man, of Kentucky, were joined in
marriage at the Arlington house
Tueviday: evening by Dr. Lupton.
 Mrs, Wall,• of Hopkinsville, le
visiting her relatlye, Mrs. Homer.
HOPKINS COVNTY.
Mad ison v il le Hustler : Married
Tuesday night at Heels at the resi-
dence of Mr. Rufe Graham, Rev. U.
T. Fox offitriating, Nr, Dick Osburn
and Miss Naunie Cavenith Joe
itycroft and M hitt Minnie Johnson,
both of this place, left last Sunday
for Springfletd, THUR., where they
were united in msrrlage . Mont
Vickers got badly hurt 011e day last
week while hauling a saw log on a
wagon. The log slipped and rolled
over him, breaking his arm and oth-
erwise bruising him  Allen Par-
ish, a good citizen of Hanson, has
been suffitritig for the past week with
erysipelas in his AM, IR several
places the flesh has slotighed off leav-
ing the boue bare. The diecharge of
pus I. great KA he has suffered much.
Grave fears are eutertajned that he
will not recover  Andy Eudaly
and Wm. Stewart, last Saturday at
Hanson, fell from a house they were
building, Eudaly had his ear cut oft
and his face badly hrufeetl, eltewart'et
back was badly hurt,
Front sioaday's
14VON 0OUNTY.
The candidates for the nomination
for representative of Lyon and Mar-
shall counties will speak at Eddyville
on the :Nth. They are rushing thinge
ever there.
M'CRACKEN COI:STY.
L. A. F. Grief, better known as
"Fate" Grief, has peen Indicted for
obtaining money under false pre-
tenses, the amount being $1,000. He
is a well known insurance agent, and
is said to have withheld the amount,
under misstatement from oue of his
patrons.
WARREN COUNTY.
Nearly $12,000 of the $18,000 wanted
to erect a female seminary in Bowling
Green haa been raised.
An old lady named Curran, of
Bowling Green, fell front the back
door of her residence Friday and
broke her thigh. On account of her
age and feeble health, it is feared that
the hurt will prove fatal.
HENDERMON cousin'.
The trial of Policeman Turner for
killing the boy at Hen-
derson, in October, is in progress.
The boy wits stealing a ride on a
street car, and 04 seeing Turner
jumped oft aud ran away, followed
by the policeman, who tired, to
frighten him he claims. The shot
struck tits boy, kitbag bhp.
DeviRefit COUNTY.
The Owensboro board of trade has
secured the services of Mr. J. My-
rouer, of the Louisville Cotumercial
club, as secretary.
Will S. Hays going to open some
more music houses. Oweneboro
the place this time, and Pcbruary
let the date to open.
A building anti loan asmociation
will be organized in Owensboro.
Owensboro is soon to have a work-
bowie.
W. B. Brewer, of Fairview, has
sold his grocery at that place to E. I).
Humphrey.
Judge I.. P, Little, (if Owensboro,
was married • Wedbeeday to Mies
Fannie E, Beach, et Bridgetnn, N. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Bleb:tett Vatighn,
who reside at Fairview, lit Hile coun-
ty, will celebrate their feolden !Fed:
ding on next Thursday, heving been
married just half a century. lova-A-
tkins have been Issued to their
friends, requesting tlinir presence on
that aueptelous event.
At Dawson, Wednesday
shooting affray occurred between
Town Marshal Tribble and E. P. Cato,
jr., in which Eli Davis, a boy fifteen
years of age, was accidentally shot
and killed. .It is unknowu which one
fired the shot that killed Davis. The
town is full of excitement, caused by
the shooting."
A young son of H. C. White, resid-
ing tear Trenton, met with a serious
accident white kunilng several days
since. In getting OW the
trigger of his gun was caught`, Neil
the weapon went off, the hall enter-
ing the 3,oung man's arm, inflicting
a wound that rendered ainputation
necessary. He is in a vrry critical
state.
LOUISVILLE ToitAtVo MARKET.
Considerable Trouble and Diasatisfac-
Hon Over the Methods Employed
There.
The depreseed eondition of the to-
bacco markt t throughout the tobacco
belt of this section has rendered it
very sensitive, says an Evansville
dispatch, and, as is natural under
such a state ot affairs, serious differ-
ences have arieen between the grow-
ere, warehoueemen, rehandlent and
larger dealers. The onslaught upon
the Louisville market by the large
firms of I.eggett & Myers, the Lodi-
lards, Drummonde and others meets
with much encouragement among the
growers of this section. It is charged
that the Louisville market has be-
come arbitrary in its methods, and
the demand for uniform inspection,
tagging the name of whippers and re-
sponsibility of the warehousemen in
case the tobacco was not as good as
sample, was conveyed to the Louis-
ville board us an ultimatum, or else
the larger dealers would withdraw
entirely from the market. This de-
mand has been rejected and the threat
has been carried out. The vital ques-
tion in the controversy, so fares the
warehousemen and the rehandler is
concerned, is the tagging clause, as it
prevents the reselling of the same to-
bacco in another warehouse by spec-
ulators. , It is contended that the
large manufacturing buyers are try-
ing to crush out the rehandler, re-
dryer and all middlemen in order to
leave them a monopoly of the market,
while the grower is friendly to the
scheme, is he thinks it sweeps out of
the way one of the elements to which
he has to pay tribute as a middleman.
A large number of prominent tobacco
men are in tthis city to-day who ap-
parently belong to the middle clues of
dealers. They assert btaidly that the
demand qf tho hose dealers, If acceded
to, will result in a trust, or at least
rendr'a dangerous combination easy,
and eventually leave the product of
the country in the hands of a few
mill tonere Oahe%
The warehouttemen are unfriendly
to the acheme because it will necessa-
rily create fewer buyers and less
handling, beaides eventually leaving
the market at the absolute dictation
of the large manufacturing dealers.
It le certainly a mixed fight, but it is
growing warmer every day and. how
it will culminate is hard to predict.
In the meantime the market con-
tinues depreseed and is glutted with
one crop lapping the other, which WM
kent prices foreed down to almost
nothing for all of the lower gradee.
The deplorable state of &Mars is be-
ginning testa, telt In general trade, as
tobaeco one of the great products
of this immediate eection, which
furnishes the largest share of the
world's production.
Casper Weaver is a Fortunate German.
born in Hessen, in le32, landed at
New York In POO, lived In Peonsyl-
vania and New Jemmy years, moved
to Georgetown, Ky., where he joined
the Confederate army and became a
soldier of John Morgan, serving
through the settlement question of
secession. After the war he came to
Waverly,• Lafayette county, Mo.,
where he resides. A few weeks since
he drew in the November drawing of
the Louistsna State Lottery, by which
he has come in posseeslqn of °Jr-
fourth of one-twentieth of the capital
prize of 000,000, being the condona-
ble sum of $3,75Q.-Waverly (Mo.)
Times, Dec. 6.
A Narrow Moe-au
A Marion, Ky., special in reference
to the recent railroad election held in
Hurricane precinct, asysi One of
the eicteest contested electionii that
ever occurred in this county, took
place in Hurricane precinct on the
propoeition to vote $10,000 to the capt•
ital stock of the Priqceton, Marlon
tic Ohio River railroad. The propo-
sition was carried by three ma.jority,
This road, wheu built, will give St.
Louis another vioutnern air line, and
will be one of he moot Important
roads, as by this route Nashville will
be brought at least fifty miles nearer
St. Louis, The road is a part of the
Cairo Short Line scheme, and will be
contr :lied by that road when built,
Mr. Parker will extend his El Do-
rado branch to the Ohio river, where
it will be met by the Prineeton, Ma-
rion and Ohio river med. Prom this
place the connecting line will be the
Ohio Valley road, which is at prew
ent being extended front Princeton,
Ky., to Nashville and plorotioe, Ala,
The road will pass through some tine
veins of coal, iron ore, lead, spar and
fine beds of ochre and amber, and
will be a big-paying road,
Two-thirds of all deaths in New
York City are front consumption or
pneumonia. The same proportion
holds for most other tittles. Delays
are dangerous. Dr. 'Acker's English
Remedy for Consumption will always
relieve, and may save your life. nor
sale by H. B. Garner.
A Fair Circuit.
Muhlenhurg F.cho
The fair aesociations of the Blue
Grass region having combined and
formed a circuit, it might be found
advisable for the fairs in Western
Kentucky to make such an arrange-
ment as would prevent a conflict in
dates if 'iota closer union. The fairs
of Owensboro', Hartford, Greenville,
Madisonville, Princeton and Hop-
kInsville should not conflict in dates.
Hew Pectin Coonner Death.
Doctor Walter K. Hammond eays:
'After a long experietice I have 7smie
co the conclusion that two-thirtle of all
deaths from coughs, pneumonia and
consuinption, might be avoided if Dr.
Acker's English Remedy for Con-
sumption were only carefully used in
time. ' This wonderful Remedy is
sold under a positive guarantee by II.
B. Garner.
An Awkward Accident at Prayer.
The Princeton Banner Kays: "In
the Y. M. e. A. moms at Greenville
a few evenings Wiwi:, a young deputy
sheriff of the county, who tied just
come in from a trip among the classic
hills of the surrounding country, was
called on to pray. In slipplug from
his chair to eestittla a Position Of Prop-
er humility, a Smith k Weasnu Of
the most approved pattern and make,
slipped from hie pocket and fell on
the floor, There war a sudden and
inimediate uprising in the room.
There were many ejaculations of sur-
prise before the young ()Melia was Per
initted to begin his devotional exer-
ciees."
• Their Business Beesilag.
Probably no one thing has caused
such a general revival of trade at
Harry B. Garner's City Pharmacy
drug store as their giving away to
their customers of so many free trial
bottlee of Dr. King's New Discovery
fer Consumption. Their trade is
simply enormoui in this valuable ar-
ticle hem the fact that it always
v. tires; and neVer disannOints: pougliK,
Colds, Agl4u1s7' .Bronchitis, Proup,
and all throat and I isesaf:a
cured. YOU can test It Worn Pitying
by getting a trial byttle free, ter*
*WV. Every bettle warranted.
I'
Cereatetendelits Wanted.
The New ERA would like to mike
arrangements for a correspondent in
every section of the county. rtend in
your namea and get on our list.
When Baby wadi sick. we go.. her Ci stone
When she was a Child. she cried for aatorie
When she became Miss, she clung to Caatoria,
When aka had Children, she gave them Castoria
MTST HAVE IT,
The Exchange a Necessity That we Can
NO bOnger Do Without.
The prompt action of the tobacco
board In appointing a oonurnittee to
look into the feasibility and advisi-
bility of building au exchange that ,
will be adequate to the demands of
the Hopkinsville tobacco market, Is
worthy of praise and eommendation.
The classes and types of the weed
which are raised in Christian and ad-
joining counties' and which are sold
upon this board are in demand at all
times and the reputation which Hop-
kinviville enjoys abroad is that of be-
ing tile center of the large district
which produces these types. Many
of the buyers on this board are the
agents anti representatives of leading
European house* and through them
our market ha* attained a reputation
which is enviable. While we may
not sell in such large quantities as
several neighboring cities our market
ham always been healthier, eater and
more substantial and our inspection
superior by far, as will be seen from
a falr comparieon of the reelamations
of this market with those of our ri-
vals. The prices paid for tobacco up-
on this board indicate the condition
of the market. The warehouses of
Hopkinsville are large, handsome
structures and their storage capacity
not excelled by any city. With the
new railroad, which by the way is no
longer &question but a faet, a new
territory whielt IMO Dever before been
tributary to Hopkineville will be
opened up and the enterprising citi-
sena who are interested in the staple
will see that that is brought to us.
When all of these thlugs are remem-
bered and their significance duly
considered by the tobaeconiste of
HopkIneville anti Chriatian county
the necessity for an exchange which
will be in keeping with the reputa-
tion of our market and our city will
be too obvious to ignore. .
----eine a..
OWL SOCIABLE.
An Unique Entertainment Given by
Christian County ',adieu to Cairo.
Cairo Telegram.
The Baptist ladles' sociable at Capt.
J. W. Howe's (formerly Miss Cox,
of Belleview. Christian ctrunty, Ity„)
beautiful residence on Sletn street,
last night was ell that the mime im-
plies. it was a statist sociable sure
enough: it looked like the house
1:ae f011 up &Wire and down and still
they came. After removing their
wraps the ladies were ushered into
the august presence of the owls, who
wore perched upon their roosts.
There were big owls, little owls, hoot
owls, ecreivelt owls, white owls, gray
owls and speckled owls, and they
quite unceremoniously alighted upon
the shoulders of the gentlemen and
the heads and bosoms of the ladies.
It was a novel sight. Thoee big eyed,
admit looking birds ornamenting
the shoulders and heads of the ladies
and gentlemen, and of course it crea-
ted great amusement and created a
theme for conversation all during the
evening.
About 9:30 Prof. Buchanan's brass
band halted in front of Capt. Howe's
residence and treated the folks to a
very sweet serenade. It wait a sur-
prirve to many and much enjoyed.
At the roper thee refreehments
were announced, and each owl escor-
ted hie owless to the dining room,
where an elegont lunch was spread.
If everyone did not have a good time,
it wee not the fault of Ihe surround-
ings. Mrs, Howe, Miss Josie, her
Birder and the Misses Coe, cowling of
the ladies, of lielleview, Chrietian
county, liy,, did the honors of hos-
tess with charming ease and grace,
ft was a late hour when the happy
crowd said good night as they seemed
reluetant to leave.
Tao. Sillies at na.,n.
mem* atteount of * eliteitinn af.
fray whieh occurred at Paw eon Fn.
day afternoon WAS published in the
NEW Etta. To-day we are enabled
to give a more detailed account, A
young man named Csto, sou of Eike
W. II. Cato, of this county, was at
Daweisu on thet evening Mid became
involved in a dispute with the mar.
filial of that town aver some trivial
matter. Hot words plowed between
the two men and Cato was denounced
as a Rar, Scarcely had the marshal
uttered the words when Cato had
drawn a revolver and before his op-
ponent could place himself on the
defensive had fired, The bullet
peeped through the man's hand and
into tile breast just above the heart.
After firing Cato retreated into
a store near by and wee followed by
the mended, who had drawn his
weapon, and ail they passed into the
house the latter fired upon Cato, but
his aim was bad and the bullet buried
itself iu the rear wall. The men
were now at close quarters and as
they prepared to fire again a young
man named Davis attempted to sep-
arate them and received the con-
tents of one chamber of Cato's revol-
ver. He (lied in a few moments.
Cato then fled, but was subsequently
arrested.
Always keep it on hand, as delay
lucre/tees suffering; and if you feel
sickness coming spoil you, take a
dose of Laxador. It can do you no
harm, and may save you from the
sick room. Price only 25 cents a
package. Sold everywhere.
All that have once used it pro-
nounce Dr. Bull's Baby Syrup the
best medicine known for theicono




Master Lonnie and Miss Anita Gant
gave a doll party last Saturday, Jan.
12th, at their home on Ninth street.
The little guests and their dolls corn-
ineneed arriving prometly et twer
oiclock arid were kracefully met by
the* young. host *toil lovideete 'The
time was pleasantly spent in playing
different Jounce until half past three,
when the aesembled gueete, includs
ing th! dolls, were invited into the
dining-Tomo to pertelie (if refresh,
Drente. After doing full puitice tit
these, they again 1188Unied their games
until the nurses t'eme to take their
enamor( home. They all left very re,.
luetantly, most of them thanking
their little host and hostess for lin
very plesaant e veo I n g, " very much
after the manner of their elders,
"Not Bulk. but Buldsessir
is the way a Western man put It in
expressing to a frieud his complete
satisfaction in the use of Dr. Pierce's
Pleasant Purgative Pellets. So small
and yet so effectual, they bid fair to
supplant entirely the old-style pill.
An ever-ready remedy for Sick and
Bilious Headache, Biliousness, Con-
etipation and all blood disorders.
Mild in action wonderful in effect!
Put up in 'WWII, convenient to carry.
Their use attended with no 114icom-
fort ! These sterling merits account
for t heir 'great popularity.
ffe Drevird them. . 4 .
41; elekins! 7tBrut.! 4an. 21.-Hans
Kittleeon, lialkeer !wig NYaliekae
bad a balky team latteehen to e
of hay. He built a fire uodee the
tfallt to start them, The flames con-
sumed the nay, hopes, sleigh and all,
Piles! Piles! netting Piles !
Symptoms-Moisture; intense itch,
Ow and stinging ; wort at night wore°
try scratching. If allowed to continue
tumors form. which often bleed and
uleerate,becoming very sore.Swayne's
Ointment stops the itching and bleed-
ing, heals ulceration, and in most
cameo removes the tumors. At drug-
elate, or by mail, for 50 cents. Dr.
Swayue & Son, Philadelphia.
TERRIBLE ACCIDENT
Several Men Killed and Many Wound-
ed Whlitile vTeeraribirsigdgeUp Green
EVANSVILLE, IND., Jan. 21.-The
officers of the Evansville and Bowling
Green packet steamer, G. F. Dawes
which arri ved here at tio'clock yester-
day evening report a disastrous wreck
on the Louisville, St. Louis & Texas
railroad bridge across Green river, at
Spotteylvania, Ky., eighteen miles
above this city, in which five men
were drowned and several fatally in-
jured. There are no telegraphic or
telephone communications from
that point, but the facts as
near as could be aecertained are as
follows: Last Thursday the Louis-
ville, Kt. Louis & Texas railroad
company was granted an injunction
by the circuit eourt of Henderson
county againt the Keystone bridge
company from interfering with the
plaintiff's trains running over
the bridge. The order was
served by the sheriff on the
bridge company. The order, it
seems, was obeyed until this morning
when the bridge company sent a
force of men to the bridge, driving
the railroad employes off and at
once commenced tearing up the
track and a portion of the ties
trout the draw of the bridge. About
half-past 3 o'clock yesterday after-
noon, while the work of tearing up the
ties was in progrees, the dismantling
of one end of the draw caused the op-
posit. end to overbalance, when it
broke in two, precipitating about
twenty workmen into the river, five
of whom are known to have been
drowned and seven seriously if not
fatally injured by falling timbers and
iron. Later reports from the scene
say a dollen were killed.
A Cure or No Pay.
Alidiseases arisingfrom a deranged
liver, or from impure blood, as boils,
blotches, pimples, scalp disease, scrof-
ulous *ores and swellings and con-
sumption ( which is lung-scrofula) in
its early stages, are cured by Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery,
or the money paid for it will be
promptly returned. Sold by drug-
giste under a duly executed oertiii-
caW of guarantee from the manufact-
urers.
YOUR EARS
Ought to have attention perhaps.
If so. B. B. B. will do you good, re-
moving all inorganic matter, the di-
rect cause of deafness. It will also
aid your digestion. Witness the fol-
lowing testimonials:
Conld Bear a Tick Crawl.
Mr. C. E. Hall wrote from Shelby
Ala., February 9,1837: "I could not
hear it thunder. I heard of B. B. B.
used two bottles, and now can hear a
tick crawl in the leaves.
"I Gave UpitePle."
KNOXVILLE, Th:NM,. July a, 1887
have had cetarrh of the head for
six years. I went to a noted doctor
and be treated me for it, but
not cure me, he said. I was over fif-
ty years old and I gave up to die- I
had a distressing cough; my eyes
were swollen and I am confident I
could not have lived without a change
I sent and got one bottle of your med-
icine, used it, and felt better. Then
I got four more, and thank God! it
cured me. Uee this any way you
may wish for:the goud of euffbrers.
MBII, MATILDA NICH0LS.
22 Florida Street.
A Preacher Cared if Dyspepsia.
MICCOOl'a EE, FLA., Leon Co., July
20, have been a sufferer front
indigestion end dyspepsia for a long
time, and have teed many remedies,
but until 1 wes indueed by my friends
to try your B. B. It received AO re-
lief, but sinee using it have found
more relief and comfort than from
any other treatment 1 have used.
Hoping you will forward to my ad-
dress your little 32-page book for pre-
scription, alive evidence of cures.
Send at earliest date,
Rev. Iton'T, C.
A Beek et Weeders, Free.
All who desire full information
about the cause and cure of Blood
Polanna, Sorofuls aud Scrofulous
Swellings, I'Icers, Sores, Rheuma-
tism, Kidney Complaints, Catarrh,
etc., can securely mail froe, copy
of our 39-page Illustrated book (if
wonders, filled with the most wonder-
ful and startling proof rest before
known. Address,




DR. J. L. DULIN,
Physician and Surgeon
tiftlee upetnIra in McDaniel block next door
to Landes & Clark.
A. FIKARGRAT. M. D. T. W. FILAISF.Y. M.
Real.lenCe, second itereldence, South
and Main. Main.
DI. Script & Bloley,
Physicians and Surgeons
Office over Planter's Bank. Tele-
phone connection with office and res-
idence. demo
ATTOISNI SYS.
JOHN Fri. two FRI.AND, JR.
THE FELANDS,
Attorneys at Law,
Practice III all the courts of the Common
wealth. the °mot ef Appeals and the
United Kates 4 ou rt.
°Mee Over Petree Downer's.
If You Are Sick
With Headache, Neuralgia. Rh, tunattam
Ma, Billoustams, Blood Humors, Kidney ream"
CoosUpatkin, Female Troubles, Fcver and Ague,
Bleepleanem, Partial Paralysis, or Nervous Prue.
Usual, um Caine's Celery Compound and be
eared. In each of these the mime meutal or
physical overwork, auziety. exposure or malaria,
the ',Het of which la to weaken the nervous sys-
tem, resulting in one of these dlacamea. Resew.
the C•Clli with that great Nerve Tonic, and the
ailent& NV disappear.
Paine s Celery Corn nd• I Warranted tn color more goods than my other
JAI, I- 11,1rk,' l'Priagileld, Mara , w :- tlye• el er made, mad to rive MAR waking me
°Paine's Celery I 01111/1•Ullt1 cannot be excelled as dung,k, oulon. Ask govt."b...md, sad
• Nerve 'Ionic. In my rase a sleek bouts Do ,ther
wrought • t change My tiervomores entirely ,
&sap , and a ith it the resulting affection A Dress Dyed
of the stomach. heart and liver. and the whole
AKA of the system a aa wooderfudy invigorated. A Coat Coloredit II frl &Ai ick as I have Leen, Palne'sm en
INill Cure You!
Fold hy druggists. $1 ; six for E.. Prepared only
by WELla lilt:HARMON Co., Burlington, Vt.
For the Aged, Nervous, Debilitated.
A Child can use them!
Unequaned for all Fano, and Art Work.
•t druggists mad Mervkanas. lige Book free.
WELLS, ItiCliklIDSON L Poss., Serlisalia, Vt.
1:41.1.74.11Viest tem t
le eve dollars In • kW& r C.ot, ant
et his ant hall h011f experornee
• AA= IMO Ms sorrow that it la
hardly a teder prelleabon than a nice-
deep ram sat only feet. cites:Hod
et INIart DOW lo tot, but sea
dole deem nee look exactly
eat ter the" Mai Basal)"
does not have the risasamimsendlke e cam
iehke
Ls! • titil t+1.1.ffa nionsiatailir74
E T MACILILK.7 • Name
m • Me
Cww-ao all over Me haskftiga."1
Use 1...rfret W
Coost la • I ...era nib
arltot W
A .t .11.1.4111
- A GREAT MURDER
NO ONE KILLED RI T
13cosstsrszi. /SOO ir
astialecuensi HIGH PlneCESI-Striting them right and left 'frocking them
dews to about 41 • F. 41.Y THEIR USUAL blZit. There • great replete% meting tbepeep e of hiontitomo, mei adjoinirg couslies IC•erylio y is earprieso. airet7h ely is
aetoanded at tte w•y THE litersTON STONE sa rotting dews the prices of
goods. Noy there ,.-ce .ou will bit. teen. •Iways
Save Your Hard Ear ne Money
-AND COME FOR 1 (int-
aim G001111. CLOTHING. ROOT* A DS elli0Ee. Matra WNW CAP.. NO
WIONsi. NW e ETC.
Mverythiss at prices sever before (Menet Is Clarksville All well selected good.. Rest a•d
imeateapillty. latest styles Fresh from the New York market t ogee surd see for }ourself
Don't forget the pi see-Sett le's old stand
Milloachteet, sand. Miro-or-rs. Domestic E5o Pair esr !




We will rawsittee the "LOTTLIV' WASHES t, de better wart
and do It easier sad ta lees Ham than acy ether meads. ta
the werid. Warranted Ere years, end it it don't wank the
tkalos (teen withont rot oiny, sc. trill refosd the
ACENTI3 WANTEW.-YzF34
that •rent • sec rcaklt g from $76 HSI per mesa. Eowss
make 112150 durhis the winter. Lease hese gnat yucceise
',bine this Washer. Mail prima sob ass.10. In those
Diener an agency $11. Abe Sr biebestaill [WINTON,
means at roamitaetarerie Meek prizes. We tnette the
Wrisielt la  ktn Mod yeas address se • portal card ter
turibiscow
Li WASHER CO., Erie, Pa.
"ELISIVIONTAIA !
rand Display.
Never equaled in the South! l'rices lower tha,n ever
hafore! Don't miss seeing it.
Hendriak's China Hall,
90 N. College Street. NASHVILLE, Tenn
ALES!
To the people of Hopkinsville and
Christian county we wish to make
known that we have tbe agency for
The Kentucky Seale Co., and we art






Tits. Kentucky Scale Co. make*
standard goods, warranted to be first-
class in every respect. We can fur.
nigh you any of the above named
good, at as cheap as you can buy I
them direct from manufacturers.
GUNS T.
Having ref‘eived a large shipment
of guns we can now furnish the
trade tine gnat at very low figures.
Parties desiring anythina in this
line will flnd it to their Interest to
call and examine our stock and
prices before purchasing.
WE KEEP CONSTANTLY







Formerly id NELfioN A J P
='.1.1:)73.01P.
Late of D•BNIEY BUHL
INT=1....dS01\T 7=%421.-3E31•7="2".
Tobacco and Grain Commission Merchants
RAILROAD AND ELEVENTH STREETS.
We give personal attention to Inspection •nd Sale of every Hogshead et Totten-
cc consigned to us.
Liberal advancement made on Tobacco in' store. All Toaecco ir.rur.ti at omit e
wner unless written instructions to the contrary.
Vox- no Eout3r.
We will sell during the next 30 days 10,000
rolls of
White Bark Wall Paper,
At and 7 cents per roll,
In lots to suit buyers, These goods are full
Iengt
8 Yards to a Roll.








EIF-Ottice over Planters Bank.
10M.ITINTo.
A . P. C A M PBE LL,
DENTIST,





















A. Miller Paint Co.,
Cor 1st ft nd pocnst Streets, Evaneville, In4
W. E. RApSDALF. 
It7 C9C11q"




sterwewit TIMM Ali!) FL/cVFMTH
HOPKINSVILLE • • KENTUCKY.
Special attention to SAMPLING and SELLING TOBACCO. LIBERALADVANCES made on eonsignments.
W. E. Ragsdale, Wakeman. daw-ena
1-Pe to id *
Nit
°Mc* =Attar Passadmiger =erct. Ccramerce eis-xlvet
W. W w yetteN, atios-ao eta JOHN N. bfwE
WHEELER, MILLS & CO.,
ird1CCO Warelhaseifien,- GO/11H1/1011 Etrckanta au! Groil
r
SEVENTH AND It. H. STS., HOPKINSVILLE, KY. •
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